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SISTERS UNDERTHE SKIN
As Rad&ffe Hall asserted, and Jane Rule

confirms, the new Sapphoi not for burning
Theme for Diverse IInstruments,  by Jane Rule, Talon-

books, 155  pages, $4.95 paper.
L&km  Images,  by Jane Rule, Doubledsy,  312 pages,

$9.95 cloth.
RadclylTe  Hall al Lhe Well of Loneliness: A Sapphii

Chmnicle,  by Lovat  Dickson, William Collins Sons, 236
pages, $11.95 cloth.

By ADELE WISEMAN

NOT HAVING  READ any of the previous work of Jane Rule, I
cane  with pleasure on Theme for Diverse Instruments. In
her fiction, Ms. Rule is a virtuoso who sets herself difficult
tas1tS  and brings formidable powers of craft and intellect to,
bc;ir  in dteir  execution. .There ts a fine quirkiness of mind
and a suppleness of style that inake  even what for me were
the less successful of these  13 stories worth reading. At her
best, Ms. Rule has the ability to select and organize details
in such a way as to set off s)mpathetic  vibrations among
apparently unrelated subjects. The result is a fruitful and
meaningful ambiguity, similar to that found in metaphor,
having dte same suggestive sense of hidden relationship, of
depth and complexity, of the validity of the personal vision
that she presents. A story I would single out for required
re-reading  is “Invention for Shelagh.” At first sight a series
of journal jottings loosely describing thl relationships
among a group of people named but scarcely visualized,
this story responds to attention. It is a delicate evocation of
the essential patterns and rhythms and movements of these
people as they impinge on each other in physical, intellec-

Adele  t&mm

tual,  and  emotional space, and as the3  am impinged on by
what to them are significant details from the outside world.
One is led to sense them in continuous creation, to perceive
their interweaving lives, the “dance” of their  existence that
has both personal immediacy and dte feeling of a more
abstract composition, of the flux of life itself. No mean
accompliihment,  this.

The title story of the book presents the narmtor:g  family
myth as rooted. in an Amazonian mother, her totem dte
redwood we. It is a gigantic projection, of Bunyattesque
vitality. This mother, creator of fruitful, masterful daugh-
ters and massive. exemplary, but ultimately ineffectual soni
is, it is also suggested, mi creator of the U.S., her offspring
its power elite. Thematically and symbolically complex,
this is, among other things, a bold attempt to set up against
the prevalent myths of our society in which the positive
powers are predominantly male, a positive myth of the do-
minant female. As such it is bound to create some discom-
fort, as the males in the stoti  are correspondingly di-
minished, even to the point  where of the two key biologi-
cally non-reproductive members of the family, the male is a
neutered literary critic (and what could be more neutered?),
while the female is a lesbian artist, whose totem is the
spider. It is clear that male ascendancy is not even a ques-
tion here. though considering the habits of lady spiders,
male.sutvival  as a significant force may well be. Arachne,
the spider lady, has even seduced the chosen mate of the
one male in the family who managed to pmduce  a son. and
thereby cut him off from legally spreading hi name any
further.

“Bmther  and Sister” is a moving piece on a theme that
recurs in various guise  in this book. Here the disintegration
of the gigantis brother  must inevitably be chillingly con-
trasted whjt  the quiet, helpless strettg$  of the almost invisi-
ble but clearly dominant sister. In lighter vein is “House,”
a delightful little tale, a comic survival story of a family that
manages to cope creatively  with the results ‘of the falher’s
brief flirtation with middle&tss  conformity. “Middle
Children” was less successful for me largely because of the
author’s insistence on her thesis about middle children,

.

It is clear-that male ascendancy is nut even a
question hem, though consideriug the habits of
lady spiders, male survival as a significant force
may well be.

which, being arguable. tended to weaken tbe  effect of.
rather than support, her central idyll. In some of the other
stories I found myself questioning her story-telling stmtegy,
either because of what for me were uncertainties of inten-
tion, as in “The Basement of the House,” where I felt dtat
Ms. Rule was playing with loaded red herrings, or blurring
of focus, as in “Housekeeping,” where the stated theme
and resolution did not quite coalesce with the @erlying

c
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emotional currents. In the o&wise  perceptive “A Walk by
Hiif,” I didn’t know whether to take the ending as a
postscript to epiphany or the prelude to disaster. One thing
is certain, in accordance with the discovery of the little girl
in “My Father’s House,” Ms. Rule is very definitely paint-
ing herself into the picture.

In the ?on-fiction  Lesbian Images, Ms. Rule examines
the lives and work of a number of literary  women  and
comments on the image of the lesbian that ea& of them
projects. She judges not according to the quality of the
wridig  they produced. but according tu her own standards
of what constitute desirable lesbian responses. This is not a
dispassionate study, as she wily admits. she is a cham-
pion of a cause and  measures her own well-being by the
attitude  of society toward her cause. Informative and often
anaIyticslly acute, Ms. Rule makes some interesting snd
insightful comments about a formidable ar12y of gifted
women. She does a brilliant job, for instance, of pinpoint-
ing the reasons for the  continued popularity of Radclyffe
Hall’s The Well  of Lone&us:

Ifs survival Y the single  autbtillltive  novel  on lesbian love depends ’
on irs mirconcepdon.  It supports #he view thal men are nnrunlly
supriw. that. given P choice, any women would prefer a maI man
unless she herself is a congenital  freak.. . Stephen does not de.fy  the
s&al suUcIu~  she was born  into.  Male dominaion is intolerable  ID
hronlytin  sbecan'twenit  forhf, Women are  inferior.. .

She also saps some illuminating things &out the tendency
tu increasing obsurity  in Gertrude Stein, and  the critical
unfeimess  in the  treatment of such writers us Willa Cather
by critics whose judgments have been biased  by their  own
assumptions about lesbians. Blit  Ms. Rule is no more fair or
accurate than they were when dealing with artists who
somehow run  counter to the bias of her own obsession.
What could less aptly de&be  the tone and quality of that
writer’s work, than the unfortunately twice-repeated simile
with which she opens and closes her chapter on Colette?
“Reading mo much Colette at a time is like having an orgy ’
of rancid maple sugar.”

What is actually the response  to lesbians that Ms. Rule
hopes m foster? In her opening chapters, she traces the
history of religicus,  legal.  and moral persecution of the le.+
bian.  and u grim history it is. She examines the translation
from religious and moral persecution to psychiatric pexsex-
tion - correctly, I think, jnterpreting  the punitive and
judgmental altitude  that is still at the base of most psychiat-
ric practice toward any mental disturbance. Rejecting veh-
emently in particular .the Freudian masculinity-femininity
dualism, she goes on to reject all psychiatry that’assumes
lesbianism is s sickness or is symptomatic of sickness, even
when the  lesbian feels sick and herself desires treatment.

Nowadays, the people who make life most difficult for
her, Ms. Rule claims, are the “hidden lesbians,” who live
their lives in fear of discovery and feel threatened by her
candid and unashamed lifestyle. Hex call is to all lesbians
and potential lesbians m stand up and he counted. proud.
normal and unashamed. If they don’t or won’t, it is because
of the destructive effects of lifelong social pressure on the
self-image.

As far es Ms. Rule is concerned, all women should iden-
tify themselves with lesbians, “for rhe radical woman, free
of the  dpminance  of man, whether or not she was emotion-
ally and sexually involved with another woman, cotild  and
should proudly call herself a lesbian.” Surety this is an
abuse  of semantics, if nothing else. But once language Is
blurred,  it is easier to accept the further  blurring of reality.
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For this is essentially a polemical book, its writing iri tone
and  method always slipping toward propaganda for a
cause. Facts are selected and trimmed for highlighting,
statistics are incompletely analyzed, their implications
oversimplified; statements are emotionally loaded. F’sy-
chiatrists.  for instance, are excoriated as unscientific and
irrational, but a statement by Sirnone  de Beauvoir  (“And if
nature  is to be invoked, one can say that all women are
naturally homosexual.. . . “) is presented as though it has
particular authority. Similarly, the abthor  quotes Robin
hIorgan’s  “assertion that most lesbians in the counhy are
married and ~JE raising children,” to which she adds:
“She’s probably right.. . .” And there is a great deal of
play given to some iniperfectly  interpreted statistics from
Kinsey.  from which she evolves the claim that women are
nally  better satisfied sexually  by women. Further, accord-
ing to her reading of Knsey,  a majority of women ptefer
techniques associated whh  lesbian lovemaking, even in
heterosexual relationships. But since she has totally rejected
the Freudian femininity-masculinity axis, how can she,

hteresting  to speculate that a Won Juan among
lesbians may yet tam out to be a Meat hetero-
ses-ual.  Andfascinating that an ideal for the lib-
erated women sboald be loveless fucking,  the
one-night  stand, the fratemiry-boy mental&.

claim soy kind of lovemaking as specifically feminine?
Since men have tongues 100,  she would have to limit her
statistics to how many women actually prefer to perfom
cunnilingus.  for instance. And she would have to consider a
statistic on how many women prefer to perform  fellatio.
And what of all the women in the statistical picture who
were never interested enough to try lesbianism? Lack of
soace  oreteems  me from oointine  out all the other absurdities
o? this’kiud  of approach io the complexities  of humin  sexual
and emotional interaction. Suffice to say that what Ms. Rule
is driving at here is basically as insulting to women, the
very people she claims to want to liberate an4 represent. as
tbe thuggish  male assertions wt all know so well: “All you
girls really need is a good screw. You may kick and scream
but you’re really dying for it.” I really think she doe’sn’t
realize that the underlying thrust of her argument is equally
assaultive, reductive, self-justifying and wish-fulfilling.
Women apparently are to be told, if not by the male thee  by
the lesbian, who they are and what they really want, sod
what choices it is most natural for them to make.

And after all her talk of the high  grades of love bet&en
lesbians, after her complaints because the church  won’t  leg-
ally sanction lesbian  marriages, after all her strenuous ob-
jeclions  throughout the book to male identification. Ms.
Rule, in her final pages, makes a plea for unity in the
lesbian movement (though why lesbians should agree any
more than the let-handed people whom she claiti their
essential situation duplicates. it’s hard to see), and she sa-
lutes Jill Johnston. the leader of a faction advocating a
separate  lesbian nation, in the following curious terms:

Radclyffe Hall and Una Tmubridge were colourful
fig&s (rich, beautiful lady in diamond studded semitdrag.
accompanied by willowy, delicate beauty in a monocle) of
the London  social scene of the 1920s.  The Well  of Loneli-
ness, if viewed as literature, was quite adequately described
by Virginia Woolf, who nevertheless defended its right to
be printed, as “a meritorious, dull book.” Still, its writing

.was motivated by a genuine messianic impulse, and seen
simply a$ a semi-biographical document, in intense sincer-
ity of purpose and glimpses of raw human anguish, it has
some genuinely moving moments. Radclyffe  Hall saw her-
self as a pioneer, and hoped by lter efforts to win sympathy
and acceptance and emotiottal  living space for all lesbians.
Though the book was banned for a while, to the &light of
its cunning publisher, who arranged to have it published in
France, from whence few travellers  Etumed  without it, it
established lesbianism as a cause, and brought comfort to
probably thousands of lonely and distressed womeu  - the
not unmixed comfort, as lane Rule would point out, of
learning that they wew not alone, for there were a lot of
otha  freaks just like them.

Radclyffe Hall conceived of her hoinosexual  nature as an
unwanted role that had been thrust on her from birth.  a
congenital deformity. She was fated but innocent, and as
such deserved compassion und understanding, and the tight
to live and love in her own way. Since it had been thrust
upon her, she determined to perform thii mle  openly on the
stage of life, acting out its implications as natural to the
role. Intensely self-conscious, intensely egocentric, she and
Una  performed their lives, convinced not only of their valid-
ity, but of their high purpose.

Lovat  Dickson is careful.to impose few of the insights,
. interpretations or judgments from a later age on the biog-
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Intemsting  to speculate  that a Don Juan among lesbians may
yet turn  out to be a latent heterosexual. And fascinating that
an ideal for the liberated woman should be loveless fucking,
the onenight  stand. the  fraternity-boy mentality.

The fact is that under the high gloss of argument, there is
a considerable confusion in Ms. Rule’s camp. She is uying
to argue on too many fronts  simultaneously, and some of
the stances  she feels compelled to take up in order to come
out “right” are mutually contradictory. Now, the place
where mutually contmdictory  stances con be successfully
reconciled,  is fiction at its best. In Ms. Rule as a writer of
fiction I can see that as ao exciting possibilhy.  As a propa-  ,
gandist,  she too often insults ‘my intelligence, and what I
conceive to be her own.

One half-turn fmm these current intensities and who is
thar long, reedy gentleman, his manner  self-possessed yet
hesitant, modesty underlining distinclion,  F man still
slightly bewildered to have been chosen to bear witness to
such  mysteries? Lady Una Tmubridge. devoted consort
though she was to Radclyffe Hall for a great part of her life
and possibly beyond (“And if God choose I shall but Love
thee better after death”), certainly knew how to pick her
man. No knight of old could have moo&d himself less
worthy, nor  completed more hououmbly  an unwanted  task.
at the behest.of  fair lady. In Radclde  Hall al the Well of
Loneliness. a biography of Radclyffe Hall. and in fact, of
Una  Tmubridge too, Lovat Dickson has diicharged  what he
came to feel was a moral obligation, and has perhaps finally
silenced a certain amount of urgent alto bleeping in hii
direction, fmm’that territory beyond the grave  that both
ladies (as well as W. B. Yeats and others, before and since)
had spent many of their  living hours in trying to explore.
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mphical  mantial  with which he deals. He describes these
lives in the terms in which they were lived, allowing his
heroines their own interprelations  of themselves and of their
needs and behaviour.  His style, space  and of an old-world
elegance, admirably captures their time. But though  b sel-
dom intrudes on their petformance,  he is not uncritical, as
for instance of their treatment of Una’s  little daughter, who
“lived the loneliest life imaginable . . and a certain sad&
tic element seemed to enter into the judgments and sttbse-
qttent  punishments meted out by them when she had Fd in
any way.” But when rhey had dumped her and gone off

Luckily, some child was spared the acting.out  of
this sentimentalfantasy, which was related to the
old bugaboo about the “Zxwrenness”  of homo-
sexual union, rather than any interest in other
than themselves.

together for a joyous holiday in Italy, .“they  even started
negtiiating  for the purchase of a baby which they could
adopt and bring up as their own.” Luckily, sdme  child was
spared  the acting out of this  sentimental fantasy, which was
related  to the old bugaboo about the “bsrrenness”  of hbmo-
sexual union, rather thaq.any interest in other than them-
selves. What fmntic  mental. emotional, and pliysical  gym-
nastics must be performed when one’s :concept  of “love”.
rem&s  limited ti that “romantic love” so dear to the ado-

tional  pumping up&  required to sustain these  ecstasies, and
how much continued physical reassurance. what  a limited

- range this is for that most splendidly genemos  of human
capacities, the capacity to love.

And yet, under what enormot!!  stress these women fun-
tioned. How much psychic knergy  it must have taken sim-
ply to brazen out their lies. Lovat  Dickson is ob&ously
sometimes shocked, and clearly handle-s some of the detYls

Radclyeh  F&d1 ‘,
at fingertips’ end. What, for instance, that is unique fo
lesbiin activity, could possibly be involved in the  f?llow-
ing?

But it is to his credit that he records as a ppxess  of eoligh-
tenment, an enlargement of understanding and sympathy,
the history of his contact with Una Tmubridge,  an enlarge-
ment of understanding and sympathy  he hopes, in turn, to
bequeath to his readem  0

LAND OF MILKANDHONKkES
Sure &ad& d m&cut turd t society - up tb d
point. Now I&s find out what it redIIy medns’

By PAUL STUEWE

HEttE IN THE wonderful world of the vertical mosaic we
don’t believe in coddling  our immigrants, no sir. We just
sift the little blighters  through one of our more Byzantine
bureaucracies and encourage them to move into a compat-
ible ghetto where “their own kind” will look after them.
Sun, we fund an information centre  hem and them and hire

the handicap of ao unpmnotinceable  name. Dare anyone &k
for mom?

Until ~cently.  no. But since John ‘Porter’s !965 disl
covety  that some pieces of die  mosaic were moIe equal than
others. WC have teal&d  how closely ethnicity and status are
linked in Canadian society. Although this is a relatively
tolerant country  -and at a time of “White Power” slogans
defacing Toronto htiings and East Indian homes being
vandalized in Vancouver, let us emphasize  the rclarively  -
the flip side of our easy-going acceptance is a pervasive_...the odd multilingual social worker, but that’s just a little

frosting on the old Canadian comuwpia. We all koow that a
little hard work and clean living will carty one tight to the
. . . well, not the top, but close enough so that one can nt
least become a member of one of the less influential service
clubs and a spokesman for the -Canadiin  corn-
munity  and an all-round  good fellow vaIia9tly  transcending

. ?osence  of curiosity about what really makes our ethnics
ttck.  As long as immigrants choose to remain  within the

established eonfines  of their p&iular enclave. ignorance
may indeed be conducive to bliss; but  let them move to-
wards achieving power or wealtlf  in the greater society and
we will raise up on our hind legs and come fotth with a

resounding “what do you people wonf?”
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One way of finding out would be to.consult  a few of the
proliferating number of books dealing with the experience
of ethnic groups in Canada. For a succinct and yet wide-
ranging overview of historical developments, one,could  do
little better than to turn N Immigration and the IUse of
Multlculturalll,  ediNd by Howard Palmer (Copp Clark,
216 pages, $7.95 cloth rind $4.75 paper). Here is ao excel-
lent selection of the speeches, ,memoirs,  and sociological

Canadian immigration policy has always
rejlected the short-run interest of the rulingpolit-
icol par& and its lack of consistency  has been as
nofuble  as its failure to take humanitarian con-
sidemtions  into meaningful account.

sludies that constitute the hard reality behind the conven-
tional  platitude that Canada has always welcomed the dis-
advantaged of the world, aad onereads them with an avid
fascination compounded by a growing sense of shame.

Sir Clifford Sifton’s preference for the “stalwart peasant
in a sheep-skin coat,” for example, has heen preserved both
in Canadian histoiy books apd Columbo’$  Canadian Quofa-
dons;  but the full text of his remarks indicates just how
primitive were the terms in which the early 24lth-century
debate on immigration was conducted:.

With advarsarias  of the quality of Sir Clifford, it is not
surprising that those opposed to immigrqion had little
difficulty in lowering the level of discourse even further. The

prize for Most k&MaNry  Yellow Journalism should
probably go (0 the Calgary Herald; which specialized in
such vicious rhetoric as “dirty, frowsy. Galicians”,and
“the importing of a mass of human ignorance, filth and
immorality;” but even “liberals” of rhe calibm of Watson
Kirkcnnnell, who stressed the potential benefits of multi-
cultumlism, tended to rely upon the most wildly impres-
sionistic staeotypes  of “narional  character,”

This sort of historical dirty laundry aside, however. there
is one very important point that emerges from Palmer’s
book. Canadian immigration policy has always refleqted  the
short-run interests of the ruling political party, and its lack
of consistency has been as notable as irs failure to take
humanitarian considerations  into meaningful acwunt.
When strong bodies have been needed for hard labour  or
professional skills inadequately supplied by the Canadian
educational system, the welcome mat has been unrolled and
immigration regulations judiciously eased; but when pro-
jects am completed and pmfcsslonal  positions filled, we
suddenly discover that immigrsnrs.put severe strains on our
capacity for tolerance, and move N har those who will have
“difficuky in djusting” to our once-more self-sufficient
society. Thus that cUrrent  tmv@ling farce known as the
“Green Paper” hearings is merely a sophisticated method of
preparing public opinion for a.new tighaning of immigrs-
tion requirements, and when and if business conditions im-
prove we shall doubtless be treated to a “Purple Paper”
touting Ihe contribution.of  immigrants to an expanding
economy.

Coming in October
K) THE  WILD CCIJNTRY
lanf~! e, John  F&w .

FolIowIng lheb Iremendously  successful CBC Mvision
zaries,  Ihe Fosters bring the nmgnilicenca’of  Canada’s Ml-
jemsss  to life in an exqulsila  book
118 photographs, 48 pages In full mlour,  819.95
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A concrete example of our off-again, .ouagain attitudes readers with the means of making their own estimation of
to “New Canadians” is provided by David Flint’s The , the validity of the Hutterite alternative.
Hutteritest A Study in Pmjudlce  (Oxford, 193 pages,
$5.95 paper). Enticed here by promises of freedom from

Hcadley  Tulloch’s  Black Cunndllttst A Lang Line of
FIghtem (NC Press, 188 pages, $8.95 cloth and $3.95

military service and the rights to private schools and com- paper) is one of the first Canadian examples of.what  might
be called the “ethnic pride” book, where the intent is to
instiR  a gositlve  group self-image by filling in some of the
blanks in Anglo-centric history texts. Tulloch recounts the

munsl land ownership, the Hutterhea soon learned that the
Canadian government could be swayed by the fears of a
minority of ultra-patriots. The promise  of military exemp
tion  was revoked, and ensuing decades of harassment over
private schools and communal land ownership, harassment
encouraged by the government’s initial failure to stand up to
rac is t  sent iment .

After reading The Hutwrites,  one’concludes that they are
more to bc pitied.for their isolatiin than persecuted for d&r
unwillingness to compromise centuries of religious prac-
tice. Flint’s is a highly sympathetic presentation, stressing
the positive qualities of a life chamcterized  by gentleness,
industriousness, and fundamental stability; but the Hutter-
ites’ careful programming of desirable social responses
brings to mind the enforced sterility of Walden Two, as
they tenaciously build a solitude and call it peace. This
informative and penetrating book will in any case pmvide

story of blacks in Canada in clear, forceful prose that never
lapses into empty rhetoric, and strikes a nice balance bet-
ween self-iqterest  and consideration for others. A typical.
commenb “Lately we have had m emphasize that black is
beautiful.  But so am red, yellow, and white.”

Four years ago I was a tutorial leader in a course on race
relations at a Canadian univcnity. and found that  the stu-
dents’ lack of in&test  in Canadian material was matched
only by my inability m find inexpensive and readily avail&
ble specimens of it. There is M longer any excuse for either
avoiding the subject or characterizing it as dull and tedious.
We now have the opportunity to learn what multiculturalism
really means, and that is an exciting and challenging project
mat we may just be mature enough to’accept. 0

NON-LITERATE LITEMTURE
The Dotikhoborsdistrtist Drint, but d novel

’ h b d- t-11 d f ’ds een IS I e rom mdt&rchal memories
By GRORGE  WOODCOCK

THERE  ARE FBW Doukbobors  living today who took part in
the great migration of the sect from Russia to Canada under
the zgis of Tolstoy and Rropotkin  nearly 80 years ago, and
even fewer who remember the settlements in the Caucasus
fmm which these religious pacifists began their long odys-
sey of exile in Georgia and Cyprus before they eventually
reached a disenchanting haven in Canada. But a quarter of a
century ago, when I first encountered the Doukhobors in the
narrow valleys between the’Rockies  and the Okanagan.
many veterans of the Russian past survived - and esp&
cially those amiable matriarchs. faces wrinkled like winter
apples under their traditional head-scarfs, who tirmly
“Iadied” it over their children and grandchildren, gently
tyrannized their daughters-in-law, and made marvellous
pemgis  and kasha.

Such old Doukhobor women were veritable walking
tmasuries of traditional lore and sharply visual recollec-
tions. The Doukhobors who came to Canada were mainly
non-literate, but like most people who distrust the printed
word they brought with them a strong oral tradition. Their
history was embraced in a great collection of hymns and
psalms which recorded not only their doctrines but also  their
history, and which were handed down from one generation
of singers to the next. The Doukhobors called this corpus of
sung literature “The Living  Book,” and many of the more
conservative members of the sect felt - some still feel -
that it should never be set down in writing. When it was, ihe
man who did it was a non-Doukhobor, a friend of Lenin‘
named Vladimir Bench-Bruevich. But Bench-Bruevich
only caught the Doukhobortradition  at aparticularmoment,
about the turn of the century, and new psalms were being
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comp&ed  to celebrate the continuing battle  between the
Doukhobors and earthly powers right down to the burnings
and marches and imprisonments of the Sons of Freedom
(radical wing of the Doukhobors) in British Columbia in the
early 1960s.

More than the men, who often claimed attention by their
militant action, the Doukhobor women kept the oral tradi-.,
tion alive and preserved  the memo& of tbe sect, so that if
one wanted to get a feeling of what it meant to live in the
villages of the Caucasus in the early 1898s  before  the great
persecutions and exoduses began, one went to the matri-
archs in the great square brick community houses of BriC
liant or Grand Forks.

One of these matriarbhs .is the central figure of Tanya
(267 pages, $9.43, a kind of historical novel written by
Eli Popoff,  former editor of the Doukhobor weekly journal 8
Iskm. It is published by the Mu Publication Society in
Grand Forks, B.C. The society is a gmup of young
Doukhobors, reacting against the anti-literary tradition of
their forebears, who also publish an English language
Doukhobor magazine called Mir (meaning, roughly,
Community). Tunp is the first baok they have issued, and
one of the 8rst books written in English hy a Doukhobor,
though two learned members of the sect, Peter Maloff  and,
V. A. Sukhorev. have already published b&tories of their
people in Russian. Certainly Tanya  is the tirst  Doukhobor
novel that I have encountered.

But how far is it teafly a novel’?  Tha central  figure; Tanya
Moojclski  who became Tanya Arishenkov by marriage, was
a woman wlio acmally  lived,  reaching adulthood in the
Caucasus and dying little more than a decade’ago in British
Columbia, and the narrative (based largely on her own oral
accounts) tells her Bfe and attempts to reconstruct her reac-
tions to the drama of being a Doukhobor  during the age of
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Russian and later of Canadian persecutions. It is, in itgown
way. an histoiical  novel, but it would be.excessive  to claim
that Pop& has solved the difficult problems that such a
genre  creates - particularly in our own day, when we
demond a subjective as well as an objective a~thepticity
even if a novelist deals with events that actually happened.
Such problems nowadays daunt eden  experienced novel-
ists, and Pop&, who writes with a fresh kind of simplicity
that often redeems his gaucheries of diction, makes no
claims to sophisticated crAmairship.

If Tonyo  does hold our inter&-and  it did mine almost
all the way through - it is because, for the first time, we-
have an extended representation of what Doukhobor history
meant to an early Doukhobor, en account of dramatic expcr-
iences  es they were lived, an.evocation  of the faith whose
aum enveloped the Doukhobor leaders and which sustained
the more simple members of tbi:  sect through hardships and
disappointments and deceptions.

Of course, even among Doukhobors there  were view-
points different from Tanya’s simplistic faith.  The Indepen-
dents became disillusioned with the leaders:  the chiIiastic  ,
Sons of Freedom went off on their own militant linea  of.
action in which the leaders appeared  only as figures whose
word wes interpreted in reverse to’sanction  violences  out-
side the normal course of pacifist  beliefs. But thousands of
ordinary Doukhobom,  in the Prairies and in British Colum-
bia, carried on doggedly according to their slogan of “Toil
and Peaceful Life,” enduring the alienation of their lands
and other bureaucratic persecutions by the%anadian  autbor-
ities  who had once promised them a free h&ven  fmm dis-
crimination. enduring even the impositions of their own
leaders, and carrying on in the belief that their sa,+i~s

would bring the earthly paradise  of the Guistiaa  Commun-
ity of Universal Brotherhood, which alas was never
achiived.  Of these thousands, the Orthodox Dmddmbors
who maintained their devotion to the succession of Verigin
messjahs  (F’eter  the Lordly, Peter the Pirger, etc.), Tanya is
typical, and in her we see the bewilderment of many other
East and Central European peasants who came to Canada,
imagining it would alloG  them to follow their traditional
ways of life in peace, and were disappointed. ,

s Perhaps the mdh  Eaw of Tanya is the failure to sustain a
consistent’point of view. We am *ected  to see all that

.’ happens through Tanya’s eyes, es experience changes her
but too oftep  in the ear)y pan of the book we find her
involved in a course of sophisticated  introspection quite out
of:her character as a simple peasant woman in a village cd
the Caucasus; and equally often in the latter  part  of the book
the author m-sorts  to a thinly disguised historical narration of
‘events in Doukhobor history,  filtered unconvincingly
through Tanya’s consciousness. Unfortunately,. while the
narration is sometimes too obtrusive for tinvineing  fiction,
it is often insufficient as history, and the reader  who does
not know the Doukhobor record will sometimes find himself
btiighted  in a thicket of unexplained allusions.

But if Tanya cannot rate high marks as an exemplc  of the
difficult craft  of liistorical  fiction, its documeneary  interest
remains; it shows Doukhoi5x experience aa pmbably  nine

* out of 10 Doukhobors  peiceived  it, and that has ramly beeh
done. There are fascinating details .of daily life in past
generations, and one.hopes  that some day Popoff  wilI  de-
vole his great knowledge to a much-needed social history of
his people, who am one of the mod in&sting  of Canada’s
@or&s.  0
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WIWWiiDEMIC’IS PEiIORAi‘IvE I
Some questionkmd &wers-about  the effect

of the university tin the cregtiie process,

By EDGAR 2. FRIEDENBERQ’
,The  contributions of each of these men .to the mainte-

n&e of culture have beeq  So substantial that the b&ted
appeara!xe of.tbis  book cannot detract much tIom their

N o  WNSCIENT~OUS  RWIEWER  would  Wish 10 add ’
record, yet it is sad to see them willing to speak when they

significantly to the difficulties of Creativie  and me UnC
have so little to say. Richler, at least, is consistently enter-

versity  (York University Publications Office, 61 pages,
taining and has some valid points to make aboLt  the futiiity

$6.50 cloth), an unfortunate little  collection. of ‘essays by.
of trying to teach Frentive  writing and the  dangers of trying

Mordecai Richler. And&  Fortier,  and Rollo  May. They arc”
to judge literary quality by norms derived from nationalism

the  1972 Gers!ein lectures, with the dxc~ption  of a fourth
rather than  from the literary task the author has imposed on

lecture given by Dean John T. Saywell  of York University,
himSelf.  Fortier  is chietly  concerned with the propriety of.

a historian and a television personality of considerable ra
offering public support to artistic endaavours  that by their

pute. Saywell’s  lecture, three years Inter, “is regrettably not
nature cannoi  command a mass audience, and with ways

available for publication,” though  its author must, by virtue
in which that audience can be expanded so as to jtistify  more

of his position, have dealt with the issues that gives the ;
support. He accepts the necessity, ultimatelyi  of deferring

series its title more continuously than any of tbe three con-
to the popular will and does not, if I understand him, wm-

ttibutors.  None of these is an academic; and Mr. Richler; at
,ceive’that  one major function of the Canada Council might

least, is pmud of it. Anti Fortier  is a mathematician who
precisely be to support work that was unpopul;u  (and al-

became a career civil servant; his lectlire was pre$ared
ways would be);just  because it had something  disagreeable

-toward  the beginning of his service as Director of the
but impdrlahl  to say. About the university, as such, he says

Canada Council. Rollo  May is one of the most distinguished
nothing, but makes his’obeisances to it by noting in his

living existential psychiatrists. and the author’of  Love and
opening paragraph: “For the pmpose  of this i&y I have

Will, among other works. Mordecai Richler is Mordecai
used-the word ‘university’ in its broadest  sense 1 that&,

Richlu,  ~rtainly,  if he isn’t, no one else is.
any means of acquiring knowledge and training.” Fortier’s

1
pse of the WOIT! ,“knowledge”  in his definition may be
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intended to exclude the publkschool  syst&q  from it; but
surely cannot be taken to exclude such formidable and eS_
teemed Canadian institutions of learning  as Millhavep,  Co!_
lins  Bay, and Dorchester. But he does not refer to them
either. The only attention he gives to the function of Jhe
university as such in fostering creativity is as the agency by
which statistical data on the penetrating power of the arts
are collected.

Roll0  May’s lecture, however, is the most disappointing
of the three because, but not only because, one expects
more. Dr. May, also, decided to ignore the ullive$ty al-

Fortier’s  use of the word L%nowled”e”  . . . may
be intended to exclude the public school systeni
. . . but surely it cannot be taken to exclude such
formidable and esteemed Canadian institutiory
of lean&g as Millhaven,  Collins Bay, and Dor-
chester.

together in his discourse; he does not even apologize for the
omission as Fortier  does. But he did this, apparently, in
order to use the time instead to deal with some issues of-
genuine bnportance  that were, indeed, probably unfamiliar
to hi 1972 audience. As always in his published work, as in
his professional life generally, he is concerned about the
relationship between autonomy.. creativity, and dealh;  for
he sees creativity as dependent on the ability to stand as a
separate human being with a unique experience-the will-
ingness to ;reeept  death through the confidence that what
one creates as a human being will possess its own immortal-
ity. This is an immense topic of the most fundamental
significance, and of course impossible to undertake in a
single hour. But if you are going to try. it doesn’t help

Sd#r 2. Frfedenberg
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approach  one’s audience as if one were telling a nursery

But Zeus  punishes Pmmelhew for his theft  by eondcmning  him IO
hang.on  the Caucasus  mmmlainr  where wllura come during tbe
day and eat his liver. At night it grows  back a&n. and SO  thy
come the next morning  ad rapt the INCUR. This js the symbol  of
creative  effort.  Anybody who has  put in day tier day. yar af!er
year, in search of wmc U-&I.  some diwawy,  will know exactly
whin il is likelo  be Pmmetheus.

This &ems  overstated: Sisyphus, perhaps; Prometheus,
no. Yet the Soviet authorities am surely to be commended
for refusing, regardless of tradition, to tolerate this sort of
thing now that the Caucasus foriu part of a modem welfare
state. Here in Canada we may also be confident that our
devotion to hygiene will continue to prevent such a problem
from arising in the future, as it has done in the past. Pmm-
etheus.  hung up on the Rockies somew_+e  near Banff,
.would  be enough to restore Social Credit to poiver.

Creativity and the Universi&  has no editor;  nor  is it pos-
sible - or desirable -to force the invited participants in an
academic occasion to confine themselves to the topic at
hand. But if a book is to be published under the title given to
a set of lectures, it ought at least to address ikeif  to tl!at
topic. This 61-page book never bothers to, and it never
becomes clear why the York ljniversity  Publications Office
wanted to bring it forth after three years. If ‘twere  done,
‘twere  best  done quickly: yet who would have thought these
old lectures to have so little’ meat in them?

The topic is, admittedly, a very difticult  one.  When peo-
ple try to explore the idea of “Creativity and Something,”
some social ‘institution. they usually write as if crdativity
were one variable and the institution another. separate vari-
able. In the framework of such lectures as these the univer:
sity is intended to be tregted  as the independent variable and
creativity the dependent one. The question implicit in the
title is: How does the nature of the university influence ik
effect on the creative process?  Does it nurture creativity.
stifle it, fund it, censor it, ‘none of the above, all of the
abotie,  or some of the above under certain circumstances.
and if so, what circumstances?

Such questions are not ,addressed  in Creativiry’ aid the
Uniwrsity  (though Mr. Richler  occasionally makes sport
with them as if he were toying with a Frisbee) and that
seems a bit negligent. There is something to be said, in a
capitalist society, for actually doing or trying to do what
you contract to do. Indeed, even Hamilton Ha&our was
ultimately dredged. But even if these three wise men had
atlempted  to answer the questions, they would surely have’

Prometheus, hung up in the Rockies so!etihere
near Bans, would be enough to restore Social i
Credit to power.

found it impossible to deal with them in so simplified a
format as a series of four separate lectqres. by different
people. The relationship between creativity and the univer-
sity is much too cooiplicated  for that. It must be attacked by
thdught  processes more like those of integral calculus than
of algebra, whii  take account of the way the variables
rhetnselves  - not just their magnitudes - change as they
interact, and generate new quantities whose magnitudes,
and whose influence, cannot really be inferred from the
original relationships.

The fundamental difficulty a&s from the fact that the
university, as an elite institution, has played and continues
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to play (though decreasingly) a major role in determining
how creativity is to be defined and what kinds of expression
shall be deemed creative. This makes concomitant observa-
tion difficult, and validation probably  impossible. As long
as the university is in a position of defining what it recog
nixes  and rewards es creative while withholding serious as-
sessment, let alone recognition, from modes that do not suit
its canon,  there is really no bay to tell what its net effect on
creativity may be -though the pejorative tone of the adjec-
tive “academic” when applied to a work of art certainly
shows where our suspicions lie. It is this very stubborn

It is this very stubborn problem thut drove F. R.
Lenvis to such excessive lengths of ill temper
through much of his career, culminating in his
attacks on Lord Snow.

problem that drove  F. R. Leavis to such excessive lengths of
ill-temper through  much of his career, culminating in his at-
tacks bn Lord Snow. an academic novelist in every sense  of
the wordand, to Leavis’s  confusion, a good one. It isn’t so
much that the judges were biased in Snow’s favour,  but that
the very definition of what counts had been biased in his
favour.  The reverse had, as Leavis  earlier saw it, been tme
in the case of D. H. Law-, whose writing did not suit
the academic standards of his day (even though there  is
much iii it tbat is today recognizable as a schoolmaster’s
excessive enthusiasm  at observing tbat there  exists a sensual
world full of conflicts). By the time Snow enjoyed his
popular success, broad  artistic standards had changed. Both
novelists had become old-fashioned, and critical (if not
popular) acclaim was going to novelists whose interests and
styles had not be&n  developed in the academy - though
lhey were increasingly recognized there as the academy
grew less self-confident. Richler,  in his lecture., presents
himself castially  as a textbook example of this pmcas,  and
informatively so.

As the universities abandon their elitist position, their
relation to the arts becomes simply more  tenuous and less
relevant; and I think ihis  could be said about their relatiov
ship to creativity as a whole - though, here, presumably,
Lord Snow would probably disagree witb me, since the
universities have certainly been the site if not the source of
creativity in ihe sciences. MoEover,  their democmtixation
has contributed to their scientific clout, as The  Double
Helix  clearly reveals; for that book, now 13 years old, is
even more impressive as an account of the triumph of crass
competitiveness in the world’s genetics laboratories than as
a story of scientific achievement. In order to win credit for
unlocking the final secrets of heredity, it is apparently
necessary to behave as if one had no ancestors at all, or
none to speak of.

Even if the mle of the universities in fostering creativity
in the sciences has compensated for their decreasingly effec-
tive participation in this process  in the arts, as the estab-
lishment of artistic standards has increasingly devolved on
critics directly based in the media and none the worse for
that, there seems to be no reason for research in the sciences
to continue to be centred  in institutioni whose traditional
missions have been teaching and the transmission of what
used to be regarded as an authoritative culture. The graduate
science schools with the highest prestige already function as
essentially separate institutions funded by the state; and
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their cadres in. not art&s but janizarles.  This fact is not
attributable to any essential difference between creativityin
the arts and in the sciences -there is no such difference -
but to the special relationship of the sclenti$  to the means of

. production and especially of military enterprise. That spe-
clal mlatlonship  makes him a member of a diffetmtt  social
class from that of less functional members of the academic
community, if thm  still is one. What such people conk&
bute  to a community is not a disciplined intwtatlon  of
their unique experience, but an alert and technically compe
tent performance of a role  in a productive process. What the
community contributes to them is less  a forum of peers to
understand and judge their  creation, though this still occurs,
than it is a network of legal and administrative services  that
govern  tbelr  work and co-ordinate il with that of other sclen-
tists  employed by other governmental or industrial  entities.
None of this has anything to do with the transmission of
knowledge or culture to younger members of the commun-
ity; and though it does still have a great deal to do with the
kansmission of style, the style that is recognixed  and IB
warded is not expressive but instrumental. You don’t need a
univemity  for that; it’s easier without one.

The university cannot really do much to foster 1 or
oppress -creativity in the arts, either. as if becomes more
open and less certain of its position as the organ of an elite.
It is true, of c&e, that this opens its gates to a wider
source of talent. But it deprives it of any basis for knowing
what to do with the talent when it arrives. It is hot a matter
of the elite possessing superior values dr aesthetic Stan-

A universi@ that has standards, even b&i ones
tha! people mtit rebel against, does help its
members to structure their experience and hence
put more meaning into their creative acts.

dards; both may be, and often are, dreadful. But a univer-
sity that has standards, even bad ones thatpeople must rebel
against, does help its members to skucture  their experience
and hence  to put more meaning into their creative acts.
Thlly-five  years ago, in a book that is still the best I ever
read, Black Lamb and Gray Falcon. Rebecca West ob-’
served: “Art is not a plaything but a necessity; and in
essence, form, is not a decorative adjustment, but a cup into
which life can be poured, and lifted to the lips, 6nd be
tasted.” You can do that with a disposable plastic cup; but
it maks life taste funny, and rather flat. And if you use a
Dixie cup. you better not sing about it. >ey’ll  call you a
racist. 0



School days,
” school  daze

About School: What Every Caaa-
dbm  Parent Should Knew, by Robert
M. Stamp, New Press, 192 pages,
$8.95 cloth.

Livving  and Learning in the Free
School, by Mark W. Novak, McClel-
bmd & Stewart, 137 pages, $3.95
uauer. I

By MORRIS WOLFE

A T  THE  HaART Of the COmmUnity-
school movement that Calgary cduca-
tion professor  Robert Stamp describes
in About School: What Every Cona-
dian  Parent Should Know is nostalgia
for the good old days when “or.
gsnized” education worked, or at least
seems to have worked, and when we
had i much clearer idea of what schools
were for Gob training). “Our earliest
school housw,” Stamp reminds us,
“wem often built by the villagers and
farm people themselves. Parents
boarded the teachers. School busfees
and parents worked closely with the
teachers and examined the pupils. The
limited funds for schools were voted at
well-attended local meetings.. . . The
school building . . . was . . . thk centre
of activities for the small community it
served.”

The central beliefs of this country’s
community-school movement, now
almost 10 years  old: can be simply
stated: if parents were genuinely in-
volved along with teachers and princi-
pals in making decisions about the edu.
cation of their children, and if s&o&
once again became the kinds of com-
munity ceatres they once were, the
quality of ourchildnn’s education (and
of community life) would be much
hiiher than it is. In addition, the
movement believes, them’s no reason
why groups of like-minded parents
shouldn’t be able to set up schools of
their own outside the established sys-
tern. “Isn’t it ironic,” writes Stamp,
“that in a nation supposedly suspicious
of the evils of monopoly . . . we have an
education system that offers no choice
to its customers?”

About School is the iirst attempt
we’ve had at .au overview of the
community-school movement iq &is
country, and one has to be grateful to
Stamp for the work he’s done in as.
sembling material on the subject. One

ACollectionof
CanadianPl~S
The following paperbacks are availakle  with a ,
single author in each book, list pr~cc of $3.00

COUNSELLOR EXTRAORDINARY by StewartBostor
WUFENG  by Munroe  Scott
LOVE MOUSB;  MEYER’S ROOM
two DhYS bv Sheldon Rosen
COLbriR -I-% FLESH THE COLOUR OF
DUST by Michael Cook

. EXIT MUTTERING by Donald Jack
. THREE  WOMEN

y a trilogy of oneact  plays by Hugh Garnerm THE  DEVIL’S INSTRUMENT by W.O.Mitckell
THE  PILE; THE STORE, INSIDE OUT
three **act plays by Manor Moore
WESTBOUND 12:Ol  by Brock Shove&r
MARSH HAY bv MemX Denison

H w UNREAStiNABLE  ACT OF

crll

JULIAN WATERMAN by Ron Taylor
THE TWISTED LOAF; SOFT VOICES
two plays by Am’va Ravel
VICKY by Grahame  Woods

.

n . THE VICE PRESIDENT by Joseph Sckull

The following~paperbacks  have two plays
grouped together in each, list price of $3.75
LAND OF MAGIC SP&L by Larry  Zacharko
WHICH WITCH IS WHICH? by Beth M&foster  ._
%lUTS % BOLTS & RUSTY THINGS (musicincluded)
by Fred Thury  and Robert Galbraith
THE CLAM MADE A FACE by Eric Nicol

’ . PROFESStiR  FUDDLB’S  FANTASTIC FAIRY- .

7 .KINti  GRUMBLE=  &
TALE MACHINE by Alan R Ball andPaul  Bmdbury

64 THE MAGIC PIE by Daoid Kemp

CYCLONE JACK bv Carol Bolt
BILLY BISHOP & -
THB ,RBD’ BARON by Leonard Peterson
MASQUE by Ron Cameron (an aolapted  version  of
the play “One-Man bfesque”  by James Reaney)
CATALYST by John Ibbitson

GENERAL EDITOR: Rolf Kalman

Catalogt&  and information available fmm

Simon&Pierre
P.Ohx  280 Addaide  Street  Porti Sthon. Tomnm.  Onurio M5C I ,(I

,
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learns, for example, that  Vancouver
has more  publicly sup~xxted alternative
schools at tJx secondary level  than any
other ciry in Canada, and thar at
Beaconsfield  High School near
M&~tmal  “mothers who axe graphic ar-
tists  help teachers prepare trans-
parencies for overhead pmjecdon.”
The trouble is, much of the time it
seems as if all Stamp has done is a~.
sembie  the material; almost nowhere
does he probe  it or explore- its implica-
tions. Why’is  ir that Vancouver  is so far
ahead of (behind?) dx rest of thecoun-
try in rhe number of choices available at
the secondary-school level? Are the
mothers  at Beaconsfield  H i g h
genuineiy involved in making deci-
sions about  their child&n’s education,
or have they merkiy  been co-opted PTA
fashion? Even  when Stamp deals with
situations that he’s observed aL
first-hand. he holds back. In 1972 he
was one of a gmup of parents who or-
ganized a private altemative  school in
Calgary. He cells us nothing of what
motivated him to become involved in
the gmup, or of the problems they ttiust
have faced. We’re simply informed
that  after “a period of unforgettable
pace and energy, enthusiasm and ex-
haustion”  the school opened. Anyone
who’shad anything to do with qrganiz-
ing an alternative school can only smile
ar that wonderful bit of understatement.

In hi preface to Living and Learn-
ing in rhe Free School, Universiry  of
Winnipeg sociologist Mark W. Novak
thanks some friends for their assis-
tance, and says, “only the agony of
reading this manuscript in Iwo rough
draft  versions could compare with the
agony of writing them.” I would like to
add to fhat Ihe agony of reviewing
Novak.

The idea behind the book is a gbod
one. No one has yet LoId  the story of any
one of Canada’s “free? schools;
Novak could do so based on his experi-
ences in an unidentified “free” school
in ao eastern Canadian city.  The resuir,
unfortunalely,  is that we still  need die
kind of book Novak set out  to write. (I
would love, for inslance,  to read a
well-written account of that fascinating
experiment, Everdale  Place,  this
~ouetry’s  first  free school and Ihe birth-
place of Ihe excellent journal This
Magazine Is About Schools.)

Living and Leartiing  in rhc F&T
School is so full of pretentious twaddle
that one wonders ifir isn’t  ail some kind
of joke. “At the dawn of sociological
hiitory; Novak tells  us on page 5,
“Emile  Durkheim  recognized the inti-

mate relationship between the ‘moral
order’ of society and the educational
system otganized  to repmduce  that soc-
iety.” We get lots of Durkheim,
Wehex, and the @her  bii guns of
sociology on each of ~the  confused
pages that follow. Almost at the very
end of the book, Novak i&mm us:
‘:We do not need Durkheim to tell us
thar  : comptempomry  [sic] sc!ooiing
. . . serves .as a training ground for die
battlefield of social life.” J-I.&, I could
have raid  him that on page 6, and it
would have saved bolh  of us a lor of
trouble: 0

Cb&th her.
girdle on

AJemndbr  Graham ‘Bell;  Laura
Semrd,  Casimir  Gzowski;  EUzabelh
Simcoe;.  Egerton  Ryerson; Emily
Carr;, alq in the Canadians Series,
Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 60 pages,

-$2.25  e a c h .
Settlement of ‘the West; Fur

Trade; Gold Rush; North-West
Mounted Police; Building of the
Railway; all in The Growth of a Na-
tion Series, F;itabemy  & Whiteside,
64 pages, $2 each. f

Canadians and the Environment;
The Agrarian Myth in ChnadB;
Tachnology and Change: The Crisis

in Canadian Education; The Great
Canadian Debate:  Foreign Own~%r-
ship; all in The Found&Ions  of Con-
temporary Canada Series, + Cana-
dian .Studies  ‘Foundation project, ,,
McClelland & Stewart, 64 Pages,
$ 1 . 9 5  e a c h .

By L. R. HILL

Emily (Car0 tiquenlly  mid dmr  s@  had
no use for hiskvy.

Can yw see any poia in studying history?
Can m learn anything useful  fmm it?

I
EM/y  Carr.  page  3;

IN 1973  TH6  Ontario Ministry of Bdu-
cation extended the teaching of social
studies rhmugh grades nine and 10,
thus postponing the smdent’s  initiadon
into the discipline of history until  grade
J’I. Todisguise this easing ofstandards
the title Hismy  wes used for the inter-  .
mediate division curriculum guideline
for grae seven t0 IO. Ontario  students
from I2 lo I6 will be offered four  years
of Canadian studies. Most Ontario
teachers, burdened with the responsi-

biiiry  for bididing  courses, have yer to
fiti a path through this jungle. The

. o?iy approach the guideline makes ir
wrtualiy  impossible to useis  historical.
In’the absence of any informative,  in-
tegrating idea, teachers can only expect ,
materials directly keyed to the

guideline’s individual lopics. These
series  seem wined  to fit that.  faulty
f r a m e w o r k .

“The Canadians” is a continuing
+%ies  of attractive 60-page  biographies
of mote than 60 “in~exestiogpersonah-
ties” (guideline) designed. to help stu-
dents understand “what it means to be
Canadian” and 10 learn about “leader-
ship in Canadian politics” (guideline).
Each book consists of nine or more
short one-to-four:page  chabters  iiber-
ally sprinkled with illustrations. quota.
tions from sources, and questions for
homework and discussion. Each has a.
motivating introduction and bibliog-
raphy. The nliding  level may be a little
1oo  high for many 12year-olds  and
while some of the questions are weak
(“What famous batlie  occurred at
Walerloo?“),  others require a .highly
motivated student (“Write a report on ’
lhe  modem  educational syst&, stating
your ideas aboth Ihe  purpose of educa-
tion” or ‘,‘Write  a nose-t+ndse  ‘dia.
logue  between Colonel Joseph Ryexson
and William Lyon Mackenzie” or “In
.your opinion, are the new theories

[about  Stonehenge] .conviucing?“).
Laum  &cord  is a cute story for girls.
with irs moral of courage, but is poorly
edited.  (The’ qu’esdons  on page 23
stumped this reviewer.) Casirnir
Gzowski  is a solid work that even a
senior could read with profit.

“Growth of a Nation Series” deals
wilh  seltlement.  trade. railways, pros.
pecdng,  aor! policing in theearly  days
of British North America. Each volume
tells iIs story chmnologicaily  ih an easy
style over 64 pages shouting, “History
isn’t dull - we.make  it fun!” Even rhe
covers look sugar-coated. Full-page
pictures, maps, charts, sketches, and
old ads break up (suppoa?)  (distract
from?) the copy. Each book concludes
with a word list, a game, and a quiz or.
puzzle. There are even liltle  plays to be
dramadre’d.

But creadve  history presents pmb-
lems. From Serrfement of .rhc West:
“What do you knqw about  the lives of
western  Canadian Indians?” (NoC
ing.) “Cb~e one of Ihe gmups  men-
tioned in this chapter. and wriie  two
paragraphs about Ihe  way in which they
used to live.” (Okay -The Blackfeet.
Now, with no data and no suggestions



for reading, am I to imagine how they
lived? If I don’t know any his&y,
should I invent it?) “Can you think of
any ways in which the Canadian gov-
ernment could have prevented the
Ei] ‘rebellion’?” (No. Were tbcxe
any ways? Why didn’t the government
employ them?) Fmm Fur Trade:
“What effect do you think  the fur trade

had on the history of Canada?” (Excel-
lent!) “Write a story that tells the his-
tory of Canada as you think it might!
have been if rhere had been no fur
trade.” (Laughter!) Without tbe dlsci-

, pline  of history  as a guide, thise es-
takes muldply.

Two other problems mat the series.
First, there is poor editing, suspect
scholarship, and plain silliness. Read

cost?  “It became the objective of the
[Canadian Snidiea  Foundation] io fos-
ter tbe development  of new curriculum
[sic],  materials, and te&ing  methods
in an attempt to encoura&e’  a better
understanding of tbe diversity of Caha-
dian society.?

It is not clear why technology and
change were chosen to represent the
crisis in Cariadian  education and the
questions here’eocourage  tbo@eplor-
able circuitous discussions that result
from’  vacuous opinion-swapping. On
foreign ownership, why was there not
equalspacefortbeposition  Fat Canada
exists because of, not in sp#z  of, im-
perialism?, tiith  their short readings
and abundant noisy questions, the
books in the series reelect  tbe impact of
technology. They read as if a crowd of
experts were standing around the
eder’s  desk shouting opinions and
demanding that  the imlettered  student
state and defend his, as if one were lost
in a maze  of neon billboards or watch-
ing a confusion of television commer-
cials. In their own way they’illustmte
the need for suspended judgment and
quiet informed reflection, qualities of
mind dif@ult to teach under the On-
tarlo Ministery of Education’s  new cur- .
riculum  guideline. 0

the opening!hF  @ragraphs_of-Sert~e-:  -...-- ----7:”
men1  $ the West. 0~ try Fur Trade:
“Draw a picmre  of a goomhunt.”  The
second problem  is a serious under-
estimation of the student’s ability. If
students can rend  the&  books, answer
the questions, and even rewrite stories
into short plays, they are ready for
oiore  substantial fare.

“The  Foundations of Contemporary

ihey thebe

Cahada  Series” centms  on “the impact
of technolbgy  on Canadian society”
(education, environment, rural life and
foreign ownership), thus “moving into
unexplored directions” with “a series
devoted  to the innovation of original
Canadian Studies materi$s  . . . using
the documentary approach and inquiry
method. . . .” Translation: School
teachers spent five yeam excerpting
fmm secondary sources (Illich,
McLuhan,  Toffler, Frye, Dennis,
Asimov,  Information Cantida,  Cook,
Grant, Levitt, Galbraith. Fuller,
Rohmer. COY., Gagan, Adams; Gray.
etc.) and including some q&stions  here
and there. Other thao the technological
slant and the convenience of access,
why was this series  published? At what

The Urban.E%perlence,  edited  by
John Stevens; The Frontier J&per&
ence,  edited by Jeck,Hod&$  The’

’ Prairie Experience, edited by perry

’
By RICHARD LANDON

yptes~  s~r~cnotg  of prose, poetry shd
drama, and the othec’volumea  bi ‘ihe
series presently “in preparation,” are
presumably aimed at the seniq high-
school ‘student. although there is np
gene&  introduction that discusses the
function of rhe, series. Each volume
consists of a short introduction by the
editor thar,di~cusses the themi, appmx-

&rated by Gail Geltner i

Every Way’s Almanac

Appokmet
Hattdbook

~ .pocket-sized  daytlmar  wllh
praotical,  up-to-date infop
matIon  on women.
l statktlcs, poems,.iraphics

l-lots of space for your ap
~ pointments,  addresses,&

192,pp.  sofl cover $2.95
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imately 25 pieces  by Canadian writers
of the pnst and present that purport to
illustmtc  or comment. on the theme. 8’
series of “Questions on the Theme”
designed to force the student to relate
the secitons  to the theme, and a biblio-
graphy. (i do wish editors wodld stop
referring  to lists of books for fmther
nztdittg  as bibliographies; they an not.)

The concept of themes in Canadian
literature is not new, although one
might have expected a volume called
Survival in Canadian Literature,
edited according to the precepts put
forth in Margaret Atwp?d’s  wcll-

known book on the subject. Atwood’s
work, however. apparentli lends itself .
to thematic treatmcm. She is included
in Urban. Immigrptt,  Isolation. and
Fmntier.  for the best authors’ box
score so far. Morley Callaghan, who
one might have expected to see in
Urban only gets into Iminigrant;
Margaret Laurence makes it in Prairie
and Immigrant and so on. Part of the
“anthology game” is quarreling with
other people’s selections and while the
inclusions are mainly what one would
expect there is certainly a wide range of
Canadian literature represented.

There am a few pleasant and unusual
sittprises.  Gwen Pbtis Ringwood’s
haunting short play “Still Stands the
House” is included in Prairie as is
“Sarah Binks: The Early Yeats” by
Paul Hiebert.  Marc Lescnrbot’s  “A
Letter From Port Royal” (1606) is in
Immigrant and Ernest Buckler’s fine
short story “The First Born Son” ap-
peats in bfaritime.  “Bud the Spud.”
by Stompin’  Tom Connors, is also in
Maritime. Rudy Wiebe’s  “The Nam-
ing of Alben Johnson” and several
other seldom-anthologized pieces are
in Frontier.

One of the problems associated with
thematic anthologies is how l&ally
one  interprets  the theme. There  are, for
instance, many  kinds of “isolation” -
physical, spiritual, and psychological

___-. --_

-and thus rather disparate  literary ex-
pressions  end up side by side. Sinclair
Ross’s “The Lamp at Noon” does not,
on the sdtfacc at least. go together very
gel1 with Leonard Cohen’s “For
Amte.”  Perhaps this kind of juxta-
position will be Stimtdathig  for sN-
dents. It could also be confusing.

The volumes are attractively .de-
signed, compated  withhiih-schoo~an-
thologica  I nmember,  tiitb colourful
covers and some photographic illustra-
Lions:  The type, however, is set with
ragged right-hand tiiargins;  fitie for
poetry, very sloppy indeed forprose.’

Inevitably the success of the series in
the classroom will depend on the ability
and imagination of the teachers. The’
“Questions on the Theme” section in
each volume  may be useful to both
teacher and student, although the ques-
tions strike me as generally puerile.  For
example: “Even in a ctuwded  city
loneliness can take many forms. How
would you describe the various states of
loneliness in ‘The Saga of the Fine
toothed Comb.’ ‘Fog,’ and ‘On
Sainf-Urbain  Street’? What other selec-
tions in thii book convey a sense of
loneliness?” .

At the very least,  students will be
provided with a genemtts  selection of
their country’s likXaNK%  It is hard to
imagine the literature  of many other
countires  being divided up in tIiis  way.
but perhaps thematic interpretation is
yet another Canadian peculiarity. 0

.

Comtionwedlth-
sf notions

Among Worlds, by W.H. New,
Press Pore&pie,  Illustrated, 287
pages, $13.95 cloth and $6.95 pap&.

By KRITH  GAREBIAN

ANY SPBCIAUS  IN Commonwcakh  lit-
ersture  who attempts a multilateral in-
tergretation  of his field should be
equipped with temerity. stamina, and
encyclopaedic  vision. The field  is re
markably vast, virginiaI  in sections,
and confusing. Because Common-
wealth writing in English is relatively
new in comparison to literature  from
Europe, Britain, or the United States.
critical interpretatiin  nuts the risk of
dating itself shortly after its.perfor-

mance. Professor New mos this risk
with courage, knergy,  and insight, and
as he crosses  the field he erczts  sign-
posts for fellow explorers.  That  his ad-
venture is erratic in parts does not
strangle its pioneer spirit or stop its
impressive effluences.

New draws attention to pattems of
dislocation in the West Indies, the do-
minant themes of barrier and race in
South Africa, the Canadian spirit of
oppositcs,theNewZealandescapeinto
distance, the arid heartland at the core
of Australian litemtttre.  and the tmgi-
corn&ally  harmonized antitheses in
South Asia. He observes thedicbotomy
between an old, d&d world and one
apparently struggling to be born, and
the resulting ambiittities  of @onial
identity survive.

Far more  ambiftous  than anythii
else its author has attempted before,
this. book manages to dress its broad
survey (with glances at history) in a _
lively style. ,Generally,  there is myth
charting OR a high level and it coven
prominent figures such ‘as V. S.
Naipaul, R. K. Narayan. Chinua
Aehebe,  Janet Frame. Patrick White,
and Mordee$  Richler.  But New’s
focus is too broad at times and come-
quently  deals  dimly  with some impor-
tant writers wliiIe  encompassing se+
eml  others who hardly de&e more
than a footnote. New has an indiscreet
teudency  to apply the tetm “wit” to
even second-rate works. and this gild-
ing of faded lilies is tmforhtnate  -
especiaIlysi&.thcreareotherbrilliitiIliant-
pieces tliat richly deserve (but don’t
always get) greater attention. More
over, New’s somewhat hasty tenden-
tiousncss  does not do justice to certain
complexities in his subject.

Why, for instance, does New rush to
accept Lamming’s concept of the
Caribbean without providing equal
consideration to Naipaul’s?  Why does
he discuss Balachandra R&I’s satiric
Too Long In The West and igno&the
more profound and brilliant The Dark
Dancer? On the more general side,
New’s sections e not weighted pm- .
portionally.  The African ehaptem  am
objective  in their examination of dis-

~continuous myth and m&al or political
disquisition, but the Asian sector some-
times strains when it links Indo-
Anglian  fiction to .Westem patterns
ra$er than to Oriental ones. Moreover,
the Canadian section is disappointing
and, in pushing its point (of opposites
tunning together), it ignores the fun-
damental rift between  the attist  who
intuits life’s commotion or absurdity

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=William+New


and the Canadian public, which strives
for compromise aralmost  any cost.

But in New’s case provocativeness is
a concomitant of significance -
whether or not we agree with his thesis.
And his multilateral study becomes a
third species aftex  John P. Matthews’
Tmfirion  In &i/e (a brilliant bilateral
study of 19th-century  Australian and
Canadian poetry) and William Walsli’s
A Monifbld Voice (an engaging gallery
of individucll literary identities in the
Commonwealth). And, importantly, it
does convey a sense of excitement
about the fumre of Commonwealth lit-
erature. 0

That clever
Ii ttledi ’ ue
id&l?

Tbe Bloomsbury  Group: A Collec-
tion of Memoirs, Commentary, and
CrMcisn,  edited by S.P. Rosen-
baum,  U of T Pr&, 444 pages, $25
cloth and $10 paper.

By LAWRENCE GABBE!

STEPHEN SPENDER has called the
Bloomsbury  Group “the most con-
structive and creative influence on En-
glish taste between the two wan. . . the
1st kick of an enlightened aristocratic
tradition.” Others have not been so
generous in their estimate of thii collec-
tive of Cambridge-London. friends,
which included the Woolfs  (Virginia
and Leonard). the Bells (Vanessa and
Clive).  the MacCarthys (Mary and De-
smond).  Roger Fry, Lytton %rachey,
John Maynard Keynes. Duqcan Grant,
and E. M. Forster.  Branded bv some as
“an intellectual mafia” ihose in-
fluences on the literature. art, and poli-
tics of its time w+ supposedly @-
meted  by a series of self-serving mo-
tives and whose attitudes were forged

by an elitist Cambridge ideology,
Bloomsbury  has suffered through Ihe

it has played in the cultural life of
ZOth-century  England. Wyndham
Lewis called them “a family party of
Dissenting nestb+.s;”  D. H. Lawrence
referred to them as “beedes . . . this
horror  of little swarming selves;” and
F.R. Leavis  described them as “sp
many petty  egos, each primed with
conscihs cleverness...“›  Roy Campbell,
the South African poet, even wrote a
mo&ing celebration of the Blooms-
bury style:

But to speak of Bloomsbury  as a uni-
form. mondlitbic  &&ue witb a clear
program  of ideas (as its enemies invari-
ably do) Is at once misleading.
“Bloomsbury  is composed of people
who ‘hold similar opinions and like
being with each other,” Forster  wrote
in 1929. ‘A reading. of the memoirs,
essays, and commentary of this
Collection makes it quite clear that
Bloomsburv  consisted’of  a number of
extremely -gifted  individuals whose
main attachments were emotional,
whose basis was friendship, and whose
convictions were only roughly  in con-
cert. Thereare certainly examples of
other gmoups  whose founding elements
were more cohesive and doctrinal: the
Pre-Raphaelile movement with its db
liberate pacts and oaths: or rhe
Uapham  Sect with its staunch evangel-
ical missions. Even Podhoretz’s
Commentary crowd is more organ&d
at its polemical centre than was
Bloomsbury.

Hostility towards the Group (notions
of shady conspiracies) may spring fmm
the fact. that there is a frame in Blooms
bury and it is of Rio kinds: tbe fb-st
ideological, the second genealogical. .
First, there was the Cambridge tmdi-
tion, ‘with  the intellectual life of its
societies and the distinctive influences
of J. M. E. McTaggart,  G. L. Dickin-
son. and G.E. Moore: Moore’s
Principia Ethica  (1903) -a book that
argued that tbe ends most worth pursu-
ing for the&elves were good states of
mind in communion with objects of
love, beauty, and truth -had tmmend-
ous impact on such figures as Keynes,
Stmchey  and Leonard Woolf. They
saw MO&% ethics  as a release from
the 19th~century  narrows of Benth-
smite utilitarianism. Second. them was

-. ._________. 2
1 .~ ..>.: ..!7-  . . . .~ I__..__

Ihey’ll  be here.in  Ottobet
snd there’ll. be more ih De,
&nber and bi-monthly  in
1976. Look out for the
Bye-catching campaigna
in the bookstores and
Btart readlng.the best 01
Canadian fiction, non-
fiction and biographies ai
p&es bveryone  can afford
in paperback editions. ’

OPENING TITLES
BUSINESS IS BUSINESS

IVANSHAFFER
$1.95

THE ANT&ROOM
R. LOVAT-DICKSON

$2.95
I HEARDTHE  OWL
CALLMYNAME

MARGARET CRAVEN
$1.25

COLLISION
. SPENCER DUNMORE  -

$l.BB *
THE FlTNESS MYTH’
FERN LEBO pT (TT. reg

$l.&
WOMEN AND FhGUE

DR. MARIAN  HILLIARD
$1.75 .
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1 Selection

385. An lllustratdd  History of
Western Canada. Tony Cash-
man. A lavishly-illustraled  his-
tory of the four western pro-
vinces. $12.95.

380.’ The Canadian Dic-
tionary/Dictionnaire  Can-
adien. J.P. Vinay.  The first
dictionary designed for fraw
lalion and communication be-
twwlr  the two off icial  lang
uagas.  s7.95.

383. The Pennypincher’sWine
Guide: Revised, Expanded &
Updated. Gail Donnrr  and
Lucy Wavrrman.  The corn-
plctc encyclopedia for the
aconom~conxious  Canadian
whwbuyer. $3.95.
Where to Eat in Canada 197Y
76. Anne Hardy. An indispenb
able guidebook for travellers
who &pect  their stomachs.
s3.95. -

384. The Bush Garden. Nor-
throp Frye. Provocative essays
on Canadian artand  literature.
$3.95.
Survival. Margaret Atv&od.  A
critical analysis of pmminent
themes in Canadian literature.
$3.95.

.Chosse gmy three .foi just $4.%.
3j9. Canajan,  Eli. Mark Orkin.
A hilbrious look at the way
ive talk. $7.95.

I
353. Mar;hall  Delaney at the
Movies. Robert Fulford.  To-
day’s tioorld  as seen on. film.
$10.00.

348. Exxoneration.  Richard
Rohmer.  The bestselling novel
about an American invasionof
Canada. $8.95.

364. Alligator Pie. Dennis Lee.
For children-a delightful
r&d-aloud  book full of poems,
chants and skipping song!.
$6.95

371. Tales from the Smoke-
house. Herbert T. Schwarz.  A
collection of thirteen erotic
Indian legends. $8.95.

376. Woman of Labrador. Eli-
zabeth Goudie. The autobio-
graphy of one of Canada’s last
pioneers. $1&W.

338. Sitting Bulk The Years
in Canada. Grant MacEwan.
Frontier excitement and inter-
national tension as the victors
of Little Big Horn move into
C a n a d a .  $8.95.

377. The q’oar  of the Twen-
ties. James H. Gray. A social
historv  of oost-oioneer  davs. .
in the prairie provinces.
$72.95. .

360. The’ Diviners. Margaret
Laurence. The 1875 winner
of the GovernorGeneral’s
aw ,rd for fiction. S&95.A

382. The Canadiana Cook-
book. Mme. Jehane Benoit.  A
complete heritage of Canadian

-cooking. s&96.

37BTheSecret  Islands Frank.
lin Russell. An absorbing ac-
count of the exploration of
the isala?ed  islands lying off
Canada’s east  coast. S6.00.

336. A Nice Place b Visit.
Hugh Garner. A niurder  n-qs.
tery  by one of Canada’s best-

,

lovea  ston/tellers.  $8.95.

347. The Backbencher.  Gor-
don Aiken. A humorous ex-
w-4 about the men who run
the government. $a95

383. Peter Gzowski’s  Book
About This Country in the i
Morning. A miscellany of in-
terviews. letters, contests and
how-to’s.  $7.95

378. Women at Work: Onto
!io 1860-1930.  Janice Acwn,
Penny Goldsmith, Bonnie
Shepard.  A collection of ten
essays examining the history
of Canadian working women.
$6.00.

374. North b 2000. H.A. Har-
areaves.  The first collection of
&y5dian scienck  f ict ion.
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The Readers’ Club of Canada is
CanJdr’s  own book club. Tile  books’on  these pages
arc typical of the Club’s offerings. And you can have
urr~a ttwrc  of thm for just 54.93, with a no-string
attached membership in the Readers’ Club.

The Readers’ Club is owned and opented by C&-
dims to serve  the distinctive needs of tbouglitful
Canadian readers. Now. with help from the Onturco
Arts Council and the Canada Council, the Readers’
Club is able to enroll additional mimbers:

The Club offers you the carefully-chosen best if
Canndinn  books. There is no membership fee and no
minimum purchase requirement: you buy as few or
as many Canadian books through the Club as you
plC;lW.

And YOU  save money. Selections are frequently
offered at special prices. And the Club’s Bonus Plan
stretches your book-buying .dollar  by as much as
twenty-f ive  percent .

You also receive a free subscription to the Cnrladiar~
R~uJw.  the Club’s livelyjotimal  about Canadian books
and writing.

Frequent savings. No minimud purchases. Conven-
ient access to the best in Canadian writing. And, on
top of all this, any three of the books.on  these pages
for just $4.95.

Pick your three books and fill out yourmembershifi
application today. Yofi’ll  be gird  you did.

i-

r .

---.: Free
tiembership/T

Gift

md you-absolutely free!-P  p;lpcr-
bound copy of Real  Cmrada.  cditcd
b y  Uobcrl  I:ulTord.  David Godficy
md Abrnhmn  Uobztcin.  I n  Ibis bcrb

ilct today.

-------------.-----------.-----..------.------_---.~_-.,

cccivc P SC cetlon, I need  do nolhing. Whcncwr  I prcfu  ;~~mtbcr book.5 .
II no book at all, I will Siic you my inrtrwztiono  on il Bonn wbicb  ir
Iways: provided.  I ilm under  no obtiition  to buy P minimum number
I[ boc$ t+wtdl  the Club; I will bc oifered  lrequcnt swings on pur-
hues: I wrll bcnetit  from  lhc  Club’s Bonus Plan and 1 may as@ Fro,,,
heClub at my time without pcnz~tly.
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the reality of an actual family stmctum
in Bloomsbury  built  up through friend-
ship, blood relations, and marriage:
Qive  Bail  married Vanessa Stephen,
Leonard Woolf married Virginia
Stephen, David Garnett  married
Angelica  Bell, Duncan Grant was
Stmchey’s  tit cousin. And so on.

0fcoursethebiasisthere;itisa
btks in favour of the view that
individually and in su.m
Bloomsburp accomplishments
were important, widespread,
and of SignijEance  to our own
lives.

But too much cau be made of the-se
connections; because what emerges
from S. P. Rosenbaum’s  selections are
the evidences of terrific disparities and
disagreements throughout tbe Gmup -
a term, by the way, few.of its “mem-
bers” have accepted as a~ accurate
name for its informslly  joined district
meetings. What  Bloom&my  shared.. . _

documents  and I can’t think of anything
of real importance thdt has’ been omit-
ted. Bloomsbury,  both in its private aad
public aspects, .is nicely represented
and lettexs, memoirs, and recollections
smack intimately of Sussex.c~ttagss
and the padours  of W. C. 1. And. wit
aad playfulness  is there too,  of course:
in the withering bmi-mats  of Lytton
Slraehey  Or in the mischievous Dread-
noughi  incident in which V&ginia
Woolf and company, disguised as
Abyssinian’myalty,  hoaxed tbe British
navy. Critics of Bloomsbury  am rep-
resented as well -in all their tiuy  -
including a marvellous  exchange bet-
ween Clive  Bell  and G. B. Shaw. Pm-
fessor Rosenbaum has included useful
introductions to each documeut,  plan-
ing them in time and circumstance with
a minimum of editorial bias. But of
course the bias is ihere;  it is a bias in
favour  of the view that individually and
in sum Bloomsbury  accomplishments
were important, widespread, and of
significance to dur own lives. And in
tertis  of the novel (Fonter.  Virginia
Woolf). biography (Strachey),
economics (Keynes),  politics (Le6nard

wss a suspicton  of mere tradition for _ Woolf), aesthetics (Fry, Bell) and
tradition’s sakeandasortofintellectual painting (Grant, Vanessa Bell), who
and emotional honesty that pushed can doubt that they have influenced our
them into positions considered quite civilization considerably and have done
scandalous in their day; so without the nauow permeations of

Rosenbaum has put together a doctrine, or ihe confines of an elitist
generous selection of Bloomsbury reserve?0

Yesterddy’s
men

RenC Lkesquc:  Portrait of a
Qu?wds,  b y  Jean Provencher,
translated by David EUts, Gags, ZYZ
pager,  $9.95 cloth aad $5.95 paper.

The Vtgil of Quebec, by Fcraand
Dumont, translated by Sheila
FischmaaaadR.khardlioward,Uof
T Press,  131 pages; $3.50 paper.

By NIGEL SPEF&R

READING THE SroRlES  Of %xX% or Ck-
rent  political personalities almost al-
ways seems to make them recede un-
comfortably into the far-distant past.
Consequently, present archaisms am
shown up with more than usual clarity.
This is uue of Jean Pmvencber’s  m
cently  banslated  biography of Reti
L&sque,  and even more so of the
somewhat outdated confessions of Fer-
naud  Dumont.

David Ellis  has given us a smooth
and hiihly accurate translation of
Red Ldv&que: Permit of a Qu&
beds, a book that has been  out for
barely a year in the original. Despita  its
almost chatty tone, Pmvencha’s  book
does not lapse into the picayune “I
smoke them because I like them” .

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Jean+Provencher
http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Fernand+Dumont


type of biography. Nor does it elevate
L5vesque  to the-status of an abstract
“phenomenon that typifies the di-
lemma ofQuebec.”  As its title implies,
tbe book follows L&esque  through a
series of episodes crucial to him and to
Quebec society, and balances the spare
andlucidnarration withamngeofopin-
ion culled both at the time and iu retm-
spect.  The result is not a ponderous,
academic tome but an unppcentious
and successful  gathering. of essential
resources. Both Pmvencher and’ his
tmnslater  have been careful to $mvi@e
all the necessary apparatus-&d iofor-
mation without dncumbedng the per-
sonal narrative.

From each major episode, Pmven-
cher conveys the essential, formative
influences that worked both on
L&esque end his social environment:
all of this without ever reallyfomi~g
anything on the reader.

From hi middkclass, highly cul-
tured home in the Gasp&  L5vesque BE-
quired both a reverence for the written
word (later translated into bmad-
casting) and a resentment of the anglo-
phone monopolies that imprisoned the
people of the region. All of tbis was
tempered with a basic optimism and
good humour  that have since remained
his paxticular trademarks. Similarly,
bis classical, academic background
provided him with a sense of modem-
tion,  a taste for debate and a long-range
tmst  in tbe “rules of the game” that
have caused him increasing difficulty.

L&esque’s  school friends and col-
leagues make up a virtual Who’s who
of the Quiet Revolution: Yvea Pratte.
Jean Marchand, Pierre Trudeau,
Gerard Pelletier;  Ftincois Cloutier,
Robert Cliche, Doris Lussier,  and the
Lesage Liberals. In far?, this small,
self-contained world of newly emerg-
ing professionals and technocrats
circumscribes effectively the self-
congnNlatblg  group who still see the
Quiet (middle-class) Revolution as a
blueprint for Quebeo’s  future. In these
terms, the appmently contradictory be-
haviour of men like Trudeau becomes
much more understandable: the PM is
tighting a kind of nationalism that  he
still associates with Duplessis, because
he cannot conceive it in other terms.
Likewise, he sees efficient “planning”
(the magic word of the 1960s) as the
key to progress acmss the world. re
gardless  of frontiers. The content and
orientationofthatplanningis  oflittlcor
no importance, because it is not a valid
technological problem.

Similarly, IRvesque  now finds him-
self at the head of a reformist party that

is a dimct descendant of Lcsage’s Lib-
erals (Boumssa  almost joined) and
which is likewise becoming more and
more of a b&e-on progressive ele-
ments in public life.

Pmvencher takes us up-to the inaugu-
ration of the Parti  QuCbecois  in 1969.
before ending hi narrative,  but all Of
these ambiguities have been well-
prepared for, and the unalloyed ad-
miration of earlier *es make way
for something darker. Alluding to
IRvesque’s denunciation of the La
Pressc strikers in 1971, Pmvencher
leads us to believe that any subsequent
volume on the post-1970 period could
centre on I_.+esquc’s  increasingly con-
servative teodencies and hi strangle-
hold on the PQ. Seen in the light of the
short-lived  “liberatioi~”  that followed
the death of Duplessis and tbe+.ubse-
queht, timid backpedalling  carried out
by Lesage, Johnson, Bourassa,  ef al..
this becomes an ironic repetition of re-
cent history.

Perhaps thii is the most striking thing
of all to emerge from  Proveocher’s
work: the speed at which things have
changed in Quebec, so that-the
supposed leaders find themselves, like
Lesage,  almost instantly left behind.

As far BS LCvesque himself is con-
cemed, one has tlxfeeling  that.his  po-

tential lifetime has encompassed as ’
much change as he can cope with, and
that far from being a leader his greatest

Far from being a leader,
[Uvesque’s]  greatest contribw
tion has been as a pragmatic
collector of existing ideas aad
social currents. .

contribution has been as a pragmatic
c&xtor  of’existing  ideas and social
currents.

This reminds me of ‘his tirst,  arid
probably greatest. vocatibn  - as a
journalist. He became a public fi$ln as
a war correspondent in Europe  and
Korea, then mse to “stardom” by cap:
tming the popular imagination as the
“man  who introduced the art of report-
ing” to Radio-Canada. Hi lively,
comprehensive crititial  style quickly set .
thepacefortheim%ntTVnewsservice.
and subseqliently  became. a valuable,
tradition in the French network.  Al-
though unapprcziated outside Quebec,
this will remain, one suspez%,  his
greatest  gift to the tihes. ’

If L&esque,  *e wiry. no-nonsense
distruster of abstractions. and ide-
ologies, no .longer finds himself in
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tie vanguard of iopular  opinion, the
urbane bitellectual,  Feinand  Diunont,
represents the other  side of the same
coin. A sociologist. by profession, he
gives one.the  feeling of gmping  -
sometimes with success, fo+wntly  in
&fusion - for some kind of sturdy,
popularroots.

. _-

The Vigil qf &cbe~  is a much dif-
ferent book than Provencher’s.  T&is
loosely grouped collection of speeches,
essays,. and musings ‘spans.  several
years up to. ‘ad including, the War
Measures A& That the tmn$ation  by
Sheila Fischman and Richard Howard
trails the original by four years adds to
&s somewhat archaic Rawur.  How-
ever, like  lhe  LLvesque  biography, tbii
book  seems primarily an attempt to sum
up’an em that is dead and gone.

Looking back over his “vigil,”
Dumont has an alarming  tendency to
allow brilliant &sights  to slip by, often
unexplored, while he concentrates on a,
vague perpetuation of the intellecmal
games aad, short-sightedncss  of .&et
naively optimistic Quiet Revolution.
He is at his best in the earlier chaptets,
when  sketching, concisely and clearly,
a beef psychoG.nalytic  history of
Quebec culhue;  or near the end,  when
explaining the “symbolism of fear”
sunou@ing  thhe  War Measures  Act. It
is in these passages  that he can really be;
of use to readers outside Quebec.

Elsewhere, his tendency to discuss
political and social *life in terqs  of
poorly defined “myths” and “syn+
bols”  is annoying, confusing, and fre-
quently repetitive and sterile. The main
fault here, one Suspects  ds ip Dumont’s
editbig.’ Many Of th& pieces are
speeches  camIully  geaied to different
interest gwups.  and Dimtint  s,s the
celebrity, soul-seamhing  Catholic and
timid socialist, tends to adppt one vir-
.gi@ pose atlq another, only to drop  it
?n a’ calculated way before his en-
thrallqd audience. kiad he m&ought
and r&orked  these pieces  into &more
coherent  whole before publication, the
r&ults  could have been sparkling and
immensely provbcative.  Still, one must
accept the frank, pen&&. and personal
natureof,these  writings, forthey  can be
engaging and frequently revealing. But
one suspects that this level of the book
has far VI?? appeal for Quebec readers
than for Canadians.

Now confident, now alarmed,  Du-
mont pleads for a yigdrous  but dis-
criminsting  ce-examinatidn  of past and
cut’+ myths and symbols, ide&  and
tendencies. He pmceeds  cautiously to
catalogue  what hC feels are Quebec’s

I

reliable culturaland  political resources,
but hii suggestions beyond this point
are frequently pitiful.

.

He repeatedly expresses a vague
faith in die “educational revolution”
without ever being speciiic  or coming
down to ~ncrete  realities. It is ironic
that in 1975, the Liberals are as dedi-

t,,cated  to arrestink  that one as they were
pe Quiet Revolution 10 yeat+  ago. .
Similarly, the government-run. de-
velopmeni  corporation,. in which the
Dumom  of 1969 had so much hope, is
being dismantled because of fears that
it will work too well. Endless examples
can be quoted to shoti  Dumont’s
technocratic. belieftbatjust  a tightening
of a screw or a dmp of oil in the right
place will permit the political machine
to rwpcrfectly.  Thdit  is built wrong
does not occur to him. If people want
socialism, they will vote in a new
“elite”  (an essential bit of Dumont’s
political jargon) to manufacture it for
them.

Elsewhere, Dumont confuse;  short-
term  and long-term points of view. val-
ues and institutions, subjective .reac-
dons, and  the precious objectivity of a
sociologist. To be fair, Fischman and
Howard have given us a pretty reliable
translation. But witbout the peculiar

;

charm and elpqgence of the original
to beguile us, Dumontls  weaknesses
show vp mom than his strengths.

That both ‘Uvesque  and Dumont
have now reached&e  point where they
afB x) obviou~4y txying  to put new wine .

. .

intoold  bottles suggests that something
has changed profoundly in Quebec
since  1970. Let us hope that English-
language,publishers  will start to give us
anthologies from the Parti Pris or
h+zintemnt gcolips with the same.  ’ ’
punctuality that they deliver the latest
novel from Carrier or play by ‘lYem-
blay. 0
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SocialPlanningforCanada,  by the

Resaarch  Committee of the League
for Social Remmtroction,  with an
introduction by F. R. Scott and
others, U of T Press (Social History
of Canada Series), 528 pages, $20
cloth and $6.50 paper.

Report on SochiI  Security for
Canada, 1943, by Leonard Marsh
with aa introduction by him, U of T
press (Social History  of Catiada  (
Series), 330 pages,  $15 cloth.and
$5.50 paper.

By J. L. GRANATSTRIN

D~JRING  THE 1930s  a n d  194Os,
socialists had “planning” as their  god.
Capitalism could produce  the goods,
yes, but usually in alternating gluts or
scarcities that came nowbem near meet-.
ing the needs of the people. The Great
Depmssion was the classic example of
the breakdown of the system, a. time
when all the flaws and fallacies wem
fully exposed. And, then tbe war had
come and the govemment.had  stepped
in to impose planning, co-ordination,
and controls, to create in fact a socialist
state under the press of necessity. Tbe
results again were clear: Canada pm-
duced more goods moreefficiently  than
ever before and the gmss national
product doubled in the space of five
years. So great was the wealth of the
state that there was at last money tP pay
for the social services, the social-
welfare schemes, that had seemed al-
most impossible a few.yean  earlier.

These  t&o books are in a real sense
the bibles tbat guided the change.
Social Planning for Cmiada  was a &lb
lective effort umduced bv the Tomnto-
and Montreal-based acidemics  who
formed the heart of die League for So-
cial Reconstruction. Tl~e Report on So-
cial Securityfor  Canada was pmducd
for a House of Coromons  Special
Committee on Social Security in 1943
by Leonvd Marsh. the Research Dimc-
tor of the. Advisory Committee on
Postwar Reconstruction.

Leonard Marsh’s Report was  prbb-
ably more dimtly iollucntial. His re
port was prepared in 1943 in large part
because the Minister of Pensions, Ian
Mackenzie, was hungry for publicity
and wanted a Canadian document that
would rival the Beveridge  Report in
Britain, that  great document that laid

the groundwork for “cradleto-gmvL*’
security: In tbe space of weeks, Marsh
pmduced hi study, and an impressive
document it was. Mobilizing statistics
gathered  during 10 years of research,
Marsh demonstrated that Caoadians
lived in s$lor  and that generations
had been- raised in poor health and on
inadequate food. The answers, in his

view, were m create  a comprehensive
social-hcurity  scheme, including na-
tional health insurance, universal con:
trlbutory  old age pensions, family al-
lowances, and planning for public em:
ployment projects..

In 1943, this kind of report was still
‘seen as visidnary.  Marsh estimated the
costs at $900 million, or I50 percent of
the total pretiar budgef.  But .as he
stressed, “social security payments are
not money lost.. . . [Rather, they] arc
investmenta  in morale and health, in
greater family  stability . . . in human
productive efficiency.” So .they we%
equally important, social security had
other attractionq.  First, it seemed a
political winning hand, as Mackenzie
King’s Liberals were quick to note. The
baby bonus,: for example, served to
undercut the appeal of sociali!m  in the
election of 1945 and keep Liberalism in
charge for the postwar period. And so-
cial security also made the;‘civil ser-
vahts happy. iEveryone feared another
depression after the war en&d, add in
the best Keynesian fashion, purchasing
power was held to be the key. How

’ better to get people to spend money
than*to  give it out in small dollops that
were intended to be spent on milk and’
sh& for the kiddies? Everyone was
happy except the CCF. which hdd Seen
its ideas pirated away. *
The League for Social Reconstruc-

tion had been formed .expressly  for the
purpo:e  of developing a body of ideas

. ‘,’ ..;:.,,

iUarsh demonstrated. . thit
Canadiaks lived ic sq!alor:  and
that generations had ,be.en
yised in poor he&h and on in-
adequate food.

‘.

the Llbemls  could not steal.  This, as the
surviving leaders of the LSR’tell us in
their new introduction to their master
work, was very much thessiotint  of
Frank Underhill, tbe Toronto.  history.
professor, who created .the league.
Underhill gathered around .hi,m au.
extraordinaqy  group of men and
women, slich people as Frank Scott,.
Leonard Marsh, Graham Spry, Eugene
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Forsey, and Joe Parkinson. Out of their
brainstorming sessions caiue the intel-

lectual  props that made the Co-opera-
tive Commonwealth Federation the
spawning ground for a generation of
ideas that are today legislation.

The  LSR were critics of society dur-
ing the Depression. Who except a fool
cmdd not be? Their ansJyses_,  their
Social Phningjbr  Canada, put heavy
stress on the need for rationalization,
for organization, for greater state con-
trol, for planning. “We. . . look to the
establishment in Canada of a new social
order,” their manifesto proclaimed,
“which will substitute a planned and.
socialized economy for the existing
chaotic individualism. . . .”

In the 1930s planning was a dirty
word;  today it is faken for granted.  But
unfortunately planning did not bring
the utopia foreseen by the LSR:In-
stead.  it brings  expressways or airports

that no one wants and no one can pm
vent; it brings giant bureaucracies that
exist to serve themselves, not the pea-
pie;  it leads to demands for decentrali-
ration  as an escape from mushing con-
trol tium  the centre.  We still have
capitalism, tize enterprise, “chaotic
individualism,” but now we also have
much of the trappings of government
control. Where did it all go wrong?  0

AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY SO
REVEALJNG,  IT WON AN

AWARD FOE FICTION.

IN AN’ IRON GLOVE
and

THE RIGHT CHEEK
b y ’

ClaireMad  .

lam  in Quebec City in 1914,  Clsin
Asrdn  writes  of the first twenty years ol

ng indictment of the abusc  ofpower -
duh over cbiid,  male wer female,
hurch over  society. She dcscribcr  ~ht
sueMe  and injustices of her  uptin&
nd the nntow  bigohy  of her mnven~

uspeel.  Yet, th& was love and thwr
RS maw”.  Togqher,  they  enabkd  hei
J survive. Written with wit and
umour, her autobiography is a testa-
lent to their power.  F%per,  $2.50 each.
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.Nickel and
damning, it

Falconbridge:  Portrait of a Cm&
dian Mining Multinational, by John
Deverell  and the Latin American
Working Grqup, James Lorimer  &
Company, 192 pages, Sll’cloth  and
e.95 paper.’ .

by PETER  BRIMELOW

ONE OF THE things  that  saved me from
dying of bdredo~  on the gruelling  trek
through a U.S. business school a cou-
ple of years ago was the periodic  arrival
in the lib&y  .& a group of radiials.
They were using the standard reference
books to trace local ramifications of the
military-industrial complex for puhli-
cation in the various underground
newspaper!.

’ Thii book is a similar sort of expos6,
only on a grander scale. It traces  the
histo~  of Falconbridge  fiickel  Mines
Ztd., from its incorporation in 1928 to
its current operations in three separate
countries. The book’s technical vir-
tuosity commands admiration. There’s
an efficient if humourless  piling up of
narrative, an energetic carving ,of.obs-
cure factual. gargoyles embe$ished
with leaned references to remote back
issues of (he Finemini  Pmt.  and over-
arching structures of statistical data
about living conditions in South West
Africa (which is. of course, dev6udy
referred  to as ,Nambiithmughout).

Bur it’s a cathedral that can only be
fully appreciate+  by those who share
the puritanical faith that inspires ia
creators. One must be outraged by the
news that world nickel markets have
been  effectively dominated by a cartel,
a fact that so exercises the authors tbat
they’re hard pressed to explain how
Falconbridge,  led by Thayer  Lindsiey,
managed to break into the cartel in the
1930s.  One must be shocked to dis-
cover that Canadian corporations don’t
operate in a vacuum, dtat  their various
alliances can be traced-as the authors
rightly point out - by tiding  the
elevator up one of Toronto’s bank
palaces and seeing who the banks have
strong-am@  into tepancies.  One must
reiect as heresv  the araument  that thin-

m&e weys than &ply.by paying t&es
- notably in the multiplier effect of
vtages and other expenditures -since
this makes it impossible to present them
as parasites.

It’s a reflection on the limited in-
terests of intellectuals and ac’ademies
that the story of a compaoy  such as
Falconbridge  always seetlls  to be told
by partisans, Mtherin-housePR writers
or roving  bands of Marxists. Canadian
businessmen don’t help. Falconbridge
is refusing to domment.  like an
dephant  sticking its head  in the sand
and hoping the hunters will  take it for
an ostrich.

One  result of this is that we’re asked
to believe that multinational manage-
ments function in some concerted way
with U.S. imperialism.  But in fact, like
most businessmen, they seem’incapa-
ble of looking beyond the next quarter’s
earnings, which is why they are among
the most mindless backers of detente
with Russia and China. Indeed, the
multinationals are attacked by the right
as well as the left for their very neglect
of U.S. national interests. The John
Biih SocieQ,  for example, poims  an-
grily to the paradox of helping the
Russians to bnild  the trucks that wem
supplying the North Vietnamese vic-
tory in South Vietnam.

There’s nothing in ,thii  book of the
subtlety Anthony Sampson showed
when h’e said, at the end of his attack on
lTT  in The Sovereign &ate,  that it was
impossible to reject completely the
point that ‘multinationals get the job

.

lone. They do organize production ef-
bztively,  notwithstanding the authors’
apparent  belief that nickel just comes
but of the ground  and gives itself up.

Ultimately, the authors seem to ob-
:ti,to Falconbridge  because the com-
any does  not go aroundoverthrowing
riendly  but oppressive ..national  gov-
mmeitts.  .The  reason it doesn’t is ‘be
ause it’s a mining company, not a
ommunist  party. But judging from the
udnx’s  reverent’referenees  to Nonh
‘iemam and Cuba, that might be better
tan what they have in mind. II

I ‘..
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How B.C.
happeced

British Columbia Chronicle
17781846:  Adventures by Sea and
Land, by G. P. V. and Helen B. Ak-
rigg, Discovery Press (Box 45295,
Postal Station G, Vancouver), illus-
trated, 429 pages, $14.95 cloth.

By BICAqRD  LANDON

THB EARLY wsmav of the discoJery
and exploration of the Pacific North-
west extends, in essence, from 1778
when Captain Cook sailed into Nootkli
Sound, to 1846 when the international
boundary was established at the 49th
parallel of latitude. During this period
the prospect of riches derived from the
fur trade drew men by sea and land to
the vast uncharted area that would
eventually become British Qlumbia.
In dne sense ik history is the history of
the two companies under whose aegis
the explomm and traders pushed back
the frontier - the North West Corn-
pany and the Hudson’s Bay Company.
The actions of these men and the In-
dians they encountered produced a rich
mosaic of historical episodes redolent
.af the drama of the contiOntation  of
man and wilderness. The major explor-
ers (Cook, Vancouver, Mackenzie,
Fraser. Thompson) have been the ob-
ject of detailed historical study for
many years and most of their journals
and diaries have been published. There,
remain. however, vast quantities of un-
published letters, minutes, reports, aml
journals that have not all been used by
the authors of the large survey histories
of B.C., from BancroR in 1887 to
Ormsby  in 1958.

.erc frequently forced to resort to me
“* will meet up with X or Y again”
technique, which breaks down the con-
tinuous delineation of an individual
career. That, however, is a minor cavil.
British Colombians, whether reposing
.on the bosom of their native lieath or
suffe4ing in self-imposed exile - in-
deed, anyone who is interested in the

. exploration and development of. the
Canadian West - will delight in this
attractive, well-illustrated. and mad-
able book. 0The Akriggs (whose last teatn effort

was the successful IoOl British Cd-
umbia Place Names)  have attempted in
this book to provide a chronological
overview of B.C. history from 1778 to
1846, year by year. in a popular style.
And they have succeeded admirably.
They emphasize the first-hand accounts.
of individual [and often minor) chamc-
ters and rely heavily on .primary
sources. The explorers and fur-
company factors were indefatigable
compilers of reports. diaries, and jaw
nals and some of them .had well de-
veloped literary pretensions. Consider
this passage from the journal of Samuel
Black, the first explorer to penetrate the
forests of central northern B.C.:

Despite a style politely termed “pro-
lix” by Sir George Simpson, to whom
he addressed hi reports, Black was an
important explorer. One of the ataw
tive features of the Akrig& Chronick
is the inclusion of information about
and quotations from such unjustly neg-
lected characters. (Black’s journal was
edited by E. E. Rich and published by
the Hudson’s Bay Record Society in
1955.)

The Akriggs do not usually attempt
detailed critical evaluations of the
c&em of the major explorers, al-
though they do provide the references
to books and articles where such con-
siderations may be found. They do,
however, come out rather strongly
against David Thompson, concluding
that his failure to secure the rights to the
mouth’ of the Columbia River for Great
Britain and the North West Company
was the result of serious Saws in his
cba&ter.  This is an arguable point and
smacks of psycho-history.

The chronicle form of histiial  nar-
rative imposes certain difficulties. As
evenk  Otten  do not slot themselves
neatly into specific years, the authors~.

h.

AFTER I WAS SIXTY
‘Lord Thomson of Fleet

N Thomas Nelson &Sons
(Canada) Ltd.
81 Cur l ew  Dr ive  :
Don Mills, Ontario.

_‘.
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. A Tasteof
theW?ld

Sh k \ i . doriald.  Blake’s imperial thought end

d e n con~titntiinal  views are.described  in

nt 1

Blake
Edward Blake: The Man of the

Other Way (1833.1881),  by Joseph
~Schull, Macmillan, 257 pages,
$13.95 cloth.

By J. D. LIVRRMORR

BDWARD  BLAKE has always been an
elusive figure. Shy and sickly, often’
cold and aloof. he was comurehensible
to few of his~mlleagues  &d a close
friend ofeven  fewer-a lonely, glticial
sphinx who hated politics yet needed its
ego satisfgction,  who outwardly shun-
ned positions of political leadership but
inwardly demanded them. Blake chose
to obey&his  own logic and impul,m,
often disregmding the political come-
quences.  He devoted 40 pears to public
life in Canada and Great Britain, leav-
ing behind a reputation forrashness  and
disloyalty and thb unique distinction of
being the only leader of Canada%  Lib.
eral party who never became prime
minister.

th$ context ofpolitics  in the 1860s tid
187Os, but are never synthesized and
treated systemarically,  employing the
methodological tools of the intellectual .
historian. Too often  the book is vague
on political details that might have
cltit5.d the issues for.*tbe  general
reader  and.14  to a more meaningful 1
evaluation ofBlake  the politician.
Instead of m-appraising Blake’s role
in 19th-cenruty  polilics.  Schull  has
chosen m create a portrait of a compli-
caled persona@.  And he is at his’best
when gauging Blake’s many mwds or
plumbing his motivations. Complex,
impetoous,  and generally misunder-

I
_

Blanche PownaIl  Gaxr@t

Following the success of her last

book, Canadian Country Preserves
and Vines,  Blanche Garrett now
presents us with a wide assortment
of unthought of recipes for soups,
salads, butters,preserves,  desserts,
candy, Ities and vinegars, using
wild plarits an& fruits found all
overCanada.Conside~whiteclo&
cream,pate  with watercress,milk-
weedpodsqup,ras$berrysyllabub-
sumac gin!

A Taste  of the Wild  is ideal for cur.
ious cooks, and those whd are
intrigued with the idea of taking
advantage of Canada’s bounty of
wild pla.nts from the fields and
w o o d s .

$9.95 cloth
full colour cover,illustrated

September publication

James Lorimer

Edward Bzbke:  The Man of the,
Other Way is Ihe fust  of a projected
two-volume biography by Joseph
&hull,  one of Canada’s most versatile
and prolific writers. He is the author of
several popular books in Canadian his-
tory, including a widely acclaimed
study of Blake’s successor to the Lib-
eral leadership, Sir Wilfred Laurier,
and has employed his talents to good
advantage in infusink  drama and vital-
ity into a subjeu  hithczto  considered
stolid and confusing. The result is pn
imeresting,  sympathetic biography that
explains many of the mysteries of
Blake’s career to 18811  one year after
he assumed the leadership of the na-
tional Liberal party.

Although based upon sound research
and a thorough grasp of the secondary
iii. the book rarely departs from
traditional interpretations. Historians
will find the chmnicle of events famil-
iar and the personality char&rin
tions orthodox. In assessing Blake’s
contmvemial  political mle, Schull  has
tended to tread the trails broken by
J. M. S’. careless.  Dale Thomson, and
Donald Creighton.  He has thereby mis-
sed a potendally  important opportunity
to view rhe period through the eyes of a~. . . ..__ . -
panrclpant  wno  differed  with Cieorge

&Cohpany,Publishers  ’ Blown and Alexander Mackenzie ai-
qxxr as much as he did wirh Mac-

22 B&ks  in Canada, September, 1975 ’

stood, Blake possessed behind his
frosty exterior a warmth  and sensitivity
that few of his colleagues appreciated.

’ ,’

Schull  describes with flair the private
Blake -thesuccessesofhislegal
career, the burden of his family herit-
age, and the impact of his changing
fortunes. Although it adds little to tmdi- ;
tional  interpretations of the latt .
I9th-cenrury.  E&ard  Blake: Tke Man
ofthe  Other Way makes for interesting,
enjoyable reading. 0

what all the
fuzz is about

P&e Command, by Brian A.
Grosman,  Macmillan, 148 pages,
$12.95 cloth and $5.95 paper .

By MICRAEL RYYAL

IN AN INCREASINGLY COmph?x  society
that is growing perplexed at the rapid
growth  of crime, most people ironically
take thepolice forgmnred.  That is, they
point at crime statistics yet have no real
idea of the powers and constraints of
the police. As for the discretionary na-
ture of law enforcemem,  where  in the
simplest case one driver is fined for
speeding and another merely ad-
monished, most people ignore it. Pro-
tection is their concern,  not quality of
performance.

In Police Comnmnd,  Brian Gms-
man hasewminedtbeorganization  and
practices of various Canadian and
American urban police Forces. Much of
the Focus is on police leadership.‘There
am few surprises, however. as Gros-
man attempk3 to answer rather eleinen-
rary  questions and avoids the tempta-
tion of exposing police corruption and
violence. This dry, textbook-like inves-
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tigation lelives that task to other less
sympathetic observers - and to films
and TV.

Gmsman, a professor of law in
Saskatchewan, is concerned with the
inner workings of the police: police
bureaucracy; selection of the chief; the
problems of instiruting  change; the
selective nature of law enforcement;
and the limitations on police. It’s gen-
erally from the insider’s (i.e., police)
point of view, though Gmsman keeps it
all in the context. of the police-
community relationship.

As might be expatcd. the police are
hierarchical and para-milinuy in na-
Nre. Authority, discipline. ‘and regi-
mentation are bywords, though in
these times eroding ones. Tbe chief
usually arrives at his rank after years  of
service, so it’s not likely that he’ll be as
flexible  and innovative as when he en-
&d the force. (Outside appoiniees
must master the interpersonal relation-
ships within the force in order to ten- i
u&e contm1.)

In theory  the chief is politically i*-
partial, yet he must deal with politi-
cians, the media, business, and other
interest’ groups and usually identifies
with those who am at his Own level or
sliihtly above it. R’s nd wonder the
coinmunhy may be divided over the
chiefs  worth.

Though taking the police per-
spective, Gmsman also illostrates  his
case for reform with stories  of incon-
sistent law enforcement, namw and
limited training that emphasizes ex-
perience and maula in stereotyping and
Inbelling of people, and the lack of
executive support for police unions.

But these andatber  pmblems_can  be
remedied - with the acknowledge-
ment and participation of the chief.
Gmsman suggests there would be im-
provement in performance if a mom
open, creative relationship between the
police and the community were estab-
lished. Tensions would dissolve if rela-
tions were more informal, less rigid.
This  would apply at all levels, not just
10 a special unit of the fem. Interest-
ingly, many, qf Gmsman’s proposals
originate in the U.S. - specifically
from the California cities of San Fran-
cisco, Berkeley, and Oakland -
though some experiments are being
conducted in North Vancouver.

Grosman  advocates a shedding of the
defensive, para-military  role of the
police. When that will happen is debat-
able. As he says, “The quality of police
service in any, urban environment de-
pends upon the availability of mm@-
pal and other governmental initia-

tives. . . . The  police alone cannot erase
the causes of violence and disorder.”

Police Command is I! well-argued’
case for progressive policing.. It’s
weakness is rhat it_doesn’t  give us the
sense of real people in real placea;
them’s too much anonymity for my
taste. But no doubt it will find its spot
on the bookshelves of stlidenrs  major-
ing in police technology. 0

Qr patron,
right or wrong

Pictures from the Douglas M.
Duncan Co&&on,  selected and In-
troduced by Frpncea  Duncan Bar-
wick, U of T Press, 156 pages, $U
clnth.

By GARY MICHAEL DADLT

IF VO”GI.W  DUNCAN hadn’t existed,
Robertson Davies  would ha;e  had to
invent him. Witty, wealthy. and
learned, Duncan became, in the tiny
rarified world of Canadian art and let-
ters in the 193Os,  ’40s. and ‘5Os,  what
Pearl McCarthy.once  called “unofficial
adviser to everybody.”

Duncan was lanky, shambling,
absent-minded, out-at-theelbows; he
is reported io have lived largely on
Laura Secord  chocolates, fudge sun-
daes, and milkshakes; he drove. ac-
cordingloBarbamMoon,  a”rustedold
Buick convertible with tom rear wind-
scwca held together with diaperpins;”
the Iate’Alan Jarvis has written that he
“once saw him slip a Craven A box
across a mtaurant table IO a young
Canadian artist: the.packet  contained’10
one-hundred dollar bills.” Quite sim-
‘ply, Douglas Duncan was a peripatetic
drawing-room comedy. :

Caliada does not much nourish and
venerate its eccentrics. The “good
things” one says or does are unlikely to
get further than a small circle of
friends. In Douglas Duncan’s case,
happily, thq ione  and texture of his iife
as aeslhete, parmn,  and raconteur has
been caught and made accessible (with
at least some success)  by the publica-
tion last year by the University of To-
mnto Press of ‘Douglas  Duncan, a
Memorial Porttwit,  edired by Alan Jar-
vis. Though a little thin and fulsome in
places, Ihe volume contained a good
deal of valuable sruff about Duncan’s
esrablishing  of the Picture Loan Soci-
ety, about his friendship with David
Milne (and his tireless championing of
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that remarkable painter) and L. L.
Fitzgerald, and a thoughtful accotmt  of
his efforts iti support of the younger
ratists  he believed in.

The U of T Press has now released
Pierures  from the Douglas  hi. Dun-
can Collection, edited by Duncan’s sis-
tcr,  Frances Duncan Barwick.  The
book is a selectiin  by Mrs. Barwick  of
146 works from Duncan’s enormous
collection (at the time of his death in
1968 it contained more than 1,200
pieces). It is a peculiar anthology,
peculiar in the wild fluctuating uneven-
ness of the quality of the works. One
longs to know to what extent Mrs. Bar-
wick was able toreduce  but maintain an
accurate profile of her brother’s taste.
Or dii she s&e out eritircly  ‘on her
own? Whatever the answer, the book
reproduces, in addition to tbe%ndeni-
ably fine Milnes.  Fitzgerdds,  Vsrleys,
and Emily Cam,  some execmble  pic-
tures; not just forgettable but downright
bad works by Henry Almedic  Ralph
Allen, Ann Macintosh Duff, And16
Fauteux,  Julius Griffith, Tom Hodg-
son, Gerald  Human, P. K.‘Irwin.  And
the list g&s on and on. I wish then’
were some way to sound less  cantank-
emus about the taste  and t& aesthetic
commitment of a kind and generous
man. No daub! many of these wtirks

PUjwSH YOUR. .
OK IN 90 DAYS

For over thktwwen  yems.Ex-
positlon  Press publlshed  beck
manuscripts equal to trade
standards In a” average cl
three months-a third the
usual time. Our spoolal  Im-
prints, EXpOSlllCll-lJIWMSlly

(scholarly), Banner (trade).
Lochinvar  (Americana). Tests-
ment (rellglcus),  are resewed
fo r  doservIng  works  In their,
separate fields. We offer a
ccmplela  publlshlng  service In-
clodlog edkorial  supervision.
a dynamic adverlislng.  dmr-
k&lag and pmmotlonal  pm-
gram and trade dlstrtbuUon.
lnqulries  are Invited; sdllcrlal
repcrls  furnished vrlthcut  cbli-
gatlcn.

For many years, Quebec architect P.
Roy Wilson has  been sketching these
houses, all over the province and 50 of
his drawings are now collected in The
Bearrrifur  Old Horrses of Que&c.  The
book is ini’nded  as a record  of the
houses’not  as they are today but as they
were in their most attractive state.

FREE: Two fact-filled bm-
chores oontelning  a delalled
descripllcn  of our publishing
plan and presenllng  a break-
down of contract terms  and
typical  Costs. -

And beautiful they cert~inly‘wer-e,
with their dormer windows and finials
set in steep roofs  that were crowned by,
the solid mass of the chimneys. In his
brief introduction to the,sketchcs,  Wil-
son points out the genius of the builders
who could combine function with eleg-
Anne  of design to such happy,effect.
The characteristic bell-cast of the
eaves. for instance, that pmject so far
over the exterior house wall are not
dnly aesthetically pleasing but also
serve to protect  the’wall fmm rain and
snow, anb shade the windowofmm the
hieh sun ofsumme~whileallowine  into
the house as much of the lower &ter
light as possible.

Please rrlle  or mu Dep1h25 Wilson has a good understanding of
EXPosKmH  PREU.  INC.

am  souu’oYuir’~y  Road
the whys and wherefores of such prac-

HlCk”lll..  flew Ywk mm tical details. Stone parapet-gables
ws, 8%?47ao ,m, 895.ml raised above the pof at each end of the
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were purchased to he/p out an artist
Duncan wished  to keep ailoat until he
gave evidence of what Duncan thought
of as his promise (though, imnically.
everyone  who knew Duncan denies thii
possibility). But this collec(ion  is a
shaky structure upon which t& hope to

ki&se  'that

Jacques’ bud t
Tie. Beautiful Old Houses’ of

Quebk, by P. :Roj Wilson; with P
foreword by Jean Pabwdy, U of T
Press,-126  pages, $12.50 cloth.

mo mw muw  Canadian style of ar-
chitectum  is that of the old stonehouses
built by the French settlers in Quebec..
Over.the  years, many have been tom
down through public apathy and corn-
mercial  greed, others have been reno-
vated out of all recognition, and still
others - especially on the Ile
d’OdCans  - h&been abandoned and
am falling in ruins. Fortunat&ly.  a few
have been saved and are maintained in
their original aate  by the Canadian
HeritageofQuebec.

____ __.~. .~.---

house iwre adopted’fmti Fran*  to
preventthes ding of fire from roof

t!?eato mof. For e same purpose.  wooden
shingles were soon replaced by metal

\

sheets. Known as fer blanc. these were
originally made from the flattened tins
in whiih  tea and other foods were im+
ported and am still to be seen tbmugh-
out Quebti  today, often  p@nted  a
bright red.

Informative and beautifully. de-
signed,  Wilson’s book is a labour  of
love from start to finish. It ha? no riced
of Jean Palat@%  folsome  foreword  to
advertise its merits. It is a welcome
memorial to an appealing domestic
architecture that has been shamefully
neglected. q -.

‘IWE FAMILY
THAT PRAYS TOGEti  ?

.

.’

Y o u  musrnot~7wh
your mummy’s pearls
down  thejohn.

Shit ispushcd
down the john
no!  I& in cupboard corners
or on tit.5  sun-room rug.

:

You must  take off
your rruurers,  muddy or not,
@&(e  you get in bed.

T&h must be brushed
last rking  at night.

You musr  nor&r
while we are eating supp&r.’

,And rehembet-,
we 8ve in rrdemocmcy
and we arefree
tobelieve
in what is best
for us.

(Fmm  Family  Fe&n@ and Other
Poems, by Peter Stevens, Alive Press,
pspei. unpriced.)

:

‘I

. Paul &ewe
on Sono  Nis Press

l Robert Kmetsch’s’
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Ski whiz and
Charlie Brown
Jackrabbit: His First Hundred

Years, compiled by Brian I’owell,
collier-MacmUian,  206 pages, $10
cloth.

Every  Kid Can Win, by Terry Or-
lick and Cal Botterili.  N&on-J&II
(325 West Jackson Biid.,  Chicago,
IN., 60606). 187 pages, $6.95 cloth.

B Y BRUCEKIDD ’

I t=ut.w  “BARD of Herman “Jsckmbbit”
Smith-Johannsea  when he was inter-
viewed on CBGRadio several years
ago, and since then he has been a hero
of mine. He should be everybody’s
hero.

A Norwegian engineer who came to
Canada in 1902 as a salesman for a
Cleveland manufacturing firm, Jack-
rabbit was the  first tu introduce skiing
-or “Norwegian snowshoeing” 8s it
was first called - to many pans of
Ontario, Quebec, end the nottheastetn
United States  and his leadership in the
sport continues until the Present day.
Before the First World War, he taught
trappus, pmspec@,  and Indians how
to ski and saved them hours  of walking
in the snow. His firm wenl  bankrupt in
the 1929 crash,  so he took his family to
a small bvsh  cabin in Shawbtidge,
Que., and learned to support them by
living off the land. “I always had a deer
or moose hanging in the woodshed,”
he likes to.recount.

During the Depression  JackrabMt‘
taught counUess  kids and adults how to
have fun in the bush inexpensively,
making their own skis ahd snowshoes,
preparing and applying their own
waxes. During his lifetime he has laid
out countless trails  through the Lauren-
tians. including the 50-kilomete;
cham&onship  course  used at the 1932
Winter Olympics in cake Placid and
the famous Lachute-Hull lOO-mile
marathon coutse.  He’s en avid com-

iged thousands by his  exstnpl& includ-
ing all three Canadian Olympic
Medalists: Lucite Wheeler, Anne.
Heggtveit,  and Nancy Greene.

He still skis every day. He celebrated
his ioolh  biihday on June 15.

Usually I find a collection of per-
sonal kibures  too formal  or too narrow
to convey the excitement of an bon-
oured  person and the significance of his
or her contribution. but Jackrabbit:

September,  1975,  Books  III ynada BI
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HZ; First Hundred Years. a compila-
tion of tributes from 50 men end
women who knew him well, provides
just the right combination of personal
anecdote and historical perspective.
What I admire most about Jackrabbit is
his zest  .for life aed his fiercely stated
belief  that skiing shouldn’t be expen-
sive - be abhors expensive equip-
ment, tows, chai+s.

Far too.niany Canadians have’never
discovered the joys of physical activity
that has kept Jackrabbit &sting  with
energy for so long. One reason is that
they were turned  off as youngsters by a
repressive experience in organized
sports or school physical-education
classes. Orlick  and Botterill’s  fiery
Kid Con Win represerits  a major at-
tempt to pm the tables. Both men  are
physical education graduatbs  whose re-
search in sports &hoiogy  led them to
understand the attitudes and practices
that have caused so many boys and girls
todtr~out.~InsfesdofZiiing  theirtheses
in thb library and resting on the laurels
of academic publication, Oriick and
Botteriii have boiled down this research
into an easily readable, hiihly Practical .
manual on howkids’  sports can become
mote  hm and meaningful. I give it an
fipius.  Here’s what the.authors  say:

They back this up by quoting from their
own reseaich interview&  which show
that eliminated kids would still like to
play if given a chance.  They then turn it

smund  and outline countless simple
Steps that cobId  be taken by fathers,
mothers, coaches, teachers, and.sports
league co-qrdinators  to make the sport-
.ing  exp@ence  fully supdortive.

Then’s no reason why sport can’t be
enjoyable’for  all ages. as Jackrabbit’s
experienti  woul$  seem& prove. If
Evev  Kid Can Win is carefully ta$n
to heart  by the adults who control kids
sports, many more children will take
theirsportsparticipatitin  with *em into
adulthood.

Just one sour qotez  distributibn  of!
this book in Can&a has been held up
for almost a year because it was pub-
lished in $e United States. A Canadian
publisherhad the first shot at the manu-
script nearly  two years’  ago and rejected
it out of hand. 0

. D

The OttawaWiterway
CATSWAY  T0.A  CONTINXNT

R O B E R T  LEGGET  . .

He nor only describes  how for more I
tban250ycarstheOttawabasbeeu  n
used  by e%plo?em,  mtsstonalics,
fur traders,  lumbermen.  settIm,
~~avellun,  and industry, but also
tours the  liver today, potntiug  out
tIlescenicbtghltgb~  .$15.tXl  .

The Beautiful Old
Houses of Quebec ”

P. ROY WILSON _ . .’

In49penctlsketcile9p.  R&Wilson
ships away the  changes  made by
time and man  to pnsent  sqme of I
‘ourmoPtvtsuaRy&is&tngnattve
arcbit&ure  . . . a tadking book
. . . a d&htfd.andmetill  addition
to mu  lrnowledge  of P subject that
has been too long  ne&cted.’
WilEa@  Rench,  l%s Globs  cud
M&Z.,  $X50

Avaii&ie’at  your local  bookstore

Universityof Toronto
Press
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Gone  are the Days
Edited by Addan Macdonald
A collecflon of essays by a group who
call themselves lhs Senior Scribes. The
a u t h o r s  have  all had dwingutshad
careers in wftlng.  leaching. atchil9ctum.
business and llbrafy work.

The period of life that is descdbed here
is the turn of the century in Soulhem  On.
tario. The Nodes are about farm Ilfe. the
woman’s place. school tile, “Queer Moral
Standards’: ek. Told v&h enthusiasm
and exuberance. these stodes  give mcd-
em readers a fresh look at he lives of our
forefathers.

Adrian Maedonald. the editw, des-
cribed Ihe @ars  before the Plmt World
War 9s marvellous years to be atlve. An
Bra of perpetu9l  progress.
206 papss.  hard cover $7.95

Net Worth
The Memories of C. E. Pickering
Dean Walker
There aren’t  m&y books about Cana-
dlan buslnassmen.  Chester Everett
Plckedng  shams with hls readers his
eiglfty-nlne  years of experience In busi-
ness, pclllics and public life.

As an Ottawa alderman, PickerIn  be
came bustrated  with polltfcal obsbuctfon-
ism and turned to chadty  drives and
“good onuses”. In lhts cap&y  they gave
hlm the O.&E

PI&ring’s philosophy of ltfe is: “Get.
rid of hatred and bitterness and don’t 1st
apathy destroy you.” ihls is good advlce
from a man who has SBB~  mom years
and more of life than ma&
171 pages, hard -r $10.00

The Road to Medloare  In
Canada ’
C. Howard Shillington
Canada has been a forerunner In the
field of ths universal health Insurance
pmgmmms.~  Established  In 1961,  Medl-
camlslhe~resullofafiftyqa&ug-
2 lhonv&nt9ry  to government meil-

Shillington. appointed  t3eculiw  Dlrec-
tar of Tmns-Cenada  Medical Plans in
1953, has been actively Involved in all
aspeols  of health insumncs  develop-
ment. He has pmvided  a background
porkayal  of the whole nature of health
and health Insurancs.  In so doing he has
given an intemstl~  lnslght  Into the.
dmnglng  pattern of Cansd&  80&l
S!NClu~.
208 p~@s, hard cover $12.95

a
stuff

gown
and
.a
silk
one

A Stuff Gown and a Silk One
Ernest 0. Slack
“We stlll have flowws. but them seemed
to be more of them tben. The air was full
of their plfuume  and the o&w of aver
or new mown hay In the adj9cent  fklds:
Seventy years ago  life In Central  Onladc

maa  aulte different than it Is today. ChC

day dust &ssi~ their toes. An
slvs knowledge of home remadias was
gakwd  by dGldran before they entered
school. Ernest Slack captures  his
memories with a humour and sensilivity
that will ~aptlvate  the reader.

There Is also a~ informal but Informa-
tlva look at the law in the past fiw years
wllh anecdotes lhat am guaranteed to
mtse  your  eyebmws.
151 pages. hard-r 97.95’ -

The Influent  and the Effluent
The History of Urban Water
Supply and Sanitation
F: L. Small, P. Eng.
Mr. Small has tong deplored the lack of
published litemtum dealing with the hls-
todcal  development of publte water sup-
plles and wasta  disposal  facllttes  in
urban communities.

this book Is an attempt to outline, In a
brief but mmprehenslve  manner the his-
todcal  development of public water sup-
plies dnd waste dspcsal  facilltles in mla-
lion to the course  cl urbanlzatlon  from ik
nscfithic bsglnnlngs  to the present

Ten pages of bibliography. .
256 pages.  hard cover $9.95

.SAANNES  Publications limited
Box 6209 Sin-A  . Toronto M5W  lP6
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IN BRIEF
ONE OF THR great  s- of Cana-
dian publishing is Anne Hardy’s guide
to the country’s restaurants from coast
to coast. The liflh  edition of Where To
Ear InCanada 197S-76  (ObemnPress,
$3.95). duly revised and bmught  up to
date. is BS useful  and authoritative  as its

iot  have  rhe clo& of France’s
Michelin as yct,.but  lhe book is cer-
tainly moving quickly in that  diction
and one can foresee the day when res-
taursnts  will succeed or fail on its m-
commendadon. Like all good guide
books, Hardy’s is scrupulously honest
(indeed, she could teach a few others a
thingortwoon~scom))andshc’sfair
but firm. She maintains, quite cor-
rectly, that there is no rqason  why any
rcstaumnt.  however remote, need serve
whip&d  cream fmm an aems01  can.
wrap its baked potatoes in foil, or make
salads wilh  i&g lettuce. The guide
is designed for the growing number of
Canadians who care about such things
and who insist on good value for their
money.

wHm4 Ttm  Apollo-Soyuz crews ren-
dezvoused 140 miles over Ciexmany  to
symbolize U.S.-Soviet d&.nte,  obser-
vers in many quarters may have been
punl’ed by the attention devoted to
choosing suitable menus for the  occa-
sion. But to readers  of Kenneth P.
Kirkyocd’s  The’ Diplomu  at Table
(The Scarecrow Press. P.O. Box 656,
Meruchen, NJ., $10 cloth) it would
have appeared entirely natural.
Moreover, the news that the fare en-
joyed by both  crews was.RussIan  (that
is, that  the peanut butter sandwich gave
way to the cabbage mll)  might have
indicated who is getting  the betler  of the
relndonship.  A surreptitious sherry (ir
was during Pmhibition)  shared with  the
First Secretary at Canada’s newly
openedembassy  in Washington in 1928
launched Kirkwood  on a distinguished
career as a diplomat. It also began his
life-longinterest(hediedin  1969) in the
connection between gastronomy  and
diplomacy. After 31 years in the game,
he agreed with Wilde’s PrincePaul  that
brilliant diplomacy is like great salad-
making: the problem is to know how
much oil to mix with one’s vinegar.
The blend is exactly fight  in this book.
As delightful as Hamld Nicolson  and as
entertaining as Lawrence Durrell,

Kickwood  serves up a collation of
anecdotes, commenw.,  and quotations
abour  diplomacy fmm the ancient
Greeks to the Kennedys  in supp&t  of a
tbesis  he calls “dietetic materialism.”
Yet a question may strike the happy
readers of this diverting volume by one
of Canada’s few scholar-diplomaw:
Why didn’t it find a Canadian pub-
liihec?

GUY STANLEY

GEORGE  smNEIl  ws the ac’S Mas-
sey Leeturerlsslfall..andthet~tofhis
five brilliant lecluns  is now available
as the CBC publication, lYosf+?infor
the Absolute. ($2 paper). Steiner’s
theme, which recurs throughout his
writings (not lo mention those of
Nietzsche and Camus,  from whom
Steiner’s title is an unacknowledged
loan) is simple: fe Diet4  eti  mart,  vive
/es Dieu -specifically, Marx, Freud,
and Levi-Strauss, whose work Steiner
sees as surrogates for traditional relig-
ion o* “metatbeologies,”  notwith-
standing their claims for empirical val-
idity. For, as witb the”thought”  of our
various butterball mystics fmm India
and the cults of UFO watchers,  all the
trappings of organized religion are
there: organized mythologies, claims
foitotality,  original disciples and apos-
tates, idioms, emblems. metaphors,
and so on. Unfortunately, the book
does not  print the broadcast verbal re-
join&s to Steiner, which included a
fascinating interview with Levi-Strauss
long-distance from Paris; still,
Steiner’s wide-ranging views are im-
portant and wittily presented in these
short chapters, which for all tbeir brev-
iry in models of true inlerdisciplinary
scholarship.

GRAHAM FGRST

IT’S HAPPENED. A Catcher in dte Rye
for fhe 19708. The Jesus Boy by R. L.
Gordon (Fitzbenry  & Whit&de,  $8.95
cloth) is a funny.  macabre, and tragic
*count  of an adolescent boy’s search
for independence; love, and meaning.
Like Holden  Caulfield, he’s an outcast.
He’s also a believable kid. Trapped by
ti invalid, dematiding  mother (“Do
you mind spending the evening with
your moth&“),  hestays,  but not with-
out wanting to shout: “Of course I
minded you stupid old bat . . . Do you
imagine anyone in his right mind would
want 10 spend sn evening with you?”
He smokes, swears, drinks. has sexual
fantas.ies  i experiments with all the
adult “vices.” He leaves home after he
has - or thinks he has - killed his
mother. He remains a real character.

and now...
from those wonderful
people who brought you
the maple leaf and
the beaver...
a brand-new
national symbpl:  .

booksr
Canadian books are a much-

=

naglected  national rasouya  -
especially in the educational com-
munity. We’d like fo change that
We’re Canadabooks, a new and
unique marketing service  from
Canadian publishers. We rep@aot
26 independent, Canadian-owned
publishinghouses,  and this gives
us what is probably the best seleb
tion of Canadian books available
anywkere.  In almost any subject
We provide e central information
source and ordering point for these
books. and we’d like to tell you
about them. Contact us. We’ll send
you a subject Iii

Ciinadabooks:
56 The  Esplanade East, Suite 402,
Toronto, Ontario M5E 1AB

Ssplember.  1975. Books  In Canada.59
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but at that point he also becomes a
Mankind (Kidkind?) figure, sur-
rounded by symbolic types: Damn
Bartlett, proprietor  of a hotel/brothel
(“My contribution’to the world is a.sin
offering”); Anna, representative of
earthly love; Miss Truscott,  dinctor of

. the Far Horizons Home for the Aged, a
sort of spirit guide; and Bobby Gsrri-
son, a pmfiteedng evangelist who of-
fers him, as the Jesus Boy, life, ntean-
ing, and finally death. All of these
symbolic tigutes have idiosyncrasies,:
touches of humanity that lift them and
the book as a whole out of the realm of
the purely schematic. And many of the
cameo characters are delightful.
Gordon’s structure is sound without
being obtrusive. His descriptive phras-
ing is excellent, as is his ear for
dialogue.

JEAN 8. MELUSRY

Open Letter, Second and Third
Series (1971-75),  edited by Frank
Davey, Coach House Press, quar-
terly, annual subscription $7.25.

By LINDA SANDLBR

THE stosr  remarkable thing about
Open Ferrer  is that it has catapulted
From  its mimeographed phase of
guerilla warfare into the establishment
without losing any of its original mili-
tancy. Frank Davey founded Open Let-
ter, an exiled son of Vancouver’s Tirh,
in Victoria in the mid-1960s. When he

DISCOVERY
OF BANGLADJZSH

By Stephen Gill

LIFE’S VAGARIES (fourrcen  shrMrrskwier)

By Stephen Gill, price $2.50,  paper
“He  is Icnritivs.  al+ and sublIe”  (Books in
Canada)
“the cpimdc~  hold one’s  interest and rermin’
in the minb’  (IIe Otlawa Cidzen)

You will  pa this book free  if you add RRY
cents wtth your order olDISCOVERY  OF
BANGLADESH:

km Publicaion~,  P.O. Box 1641,
cbmwall.  onmio, Canada  !$%I  5V6 .

94 Boo6 In Canada, September, 1075

accepted a teaching post at York Uni-
versity in 1970, Open Lerrer came with

him. Although it’s now published in an
tmpeccably  elegant format  by Coach
House Press. and has been subsidized
by the Canada Council and the Ontario
Arts Council since the fall of 1974,
Open Letter remains an impressive and
vigilant champion of West Coast
post-modernism. George Bowering,
Steve McCaffery.  bp Nichol, Fred Wah
(and until recently; Victor Coleman
and Stan Persky)  form the body of con-
tributing  editors. Like a revolutionary
sect in exile. Open.Lefter  is closed to
dissenters. but for all proponents of rad-
ical aesthetics it provides an open
Forum for debate, rebuttal, and
counter-assault.

Bven for a critical quarterly, Opin
Lefter  is extraordinarily independent of
an audience. One thousand copies are
ptinted for libraries and initiates, but it
remains something of an open secret -
partly because it favours  Ametican-
influenced writers in the nationdl.
ist, tradition-oriented East.  and partly
because ,it has the reputation of being
the magazine that nobody reads. It
doesn’t sit on the-periodical shelves
of the University of Toronto’s Robark
Library, and no one seems to have
asked for it. Many of its articles arl
written in tomtented, jargon-ridden
prose; other contributions take the form
of minute, minimal scrawls across the
void of a page. And yet, and yet -
OpeE  Letter is, perhaps the most fas-
cinating critical quarterly we have. It’s
the only one that consistently reviews
and assimilates new ideas about art and
communication: Richard Kostelanetz
cuts through the trappings and briars of
modernism to the poets who are re
shaping our perceptions (Z/7);  Leslie
Mundwiler explores recent theories
about art as a way of knowing the world
(2/S).  as the enactment of existential
truths (Z/3). or in the novels of Miguel
Aaturias,  as the voice of the people
(Z/g).  And it’s arare quarterly that pays
as much attention to the forms and
techniques of writing as Open Letrer
does. Bach issue coalesces roughly
around a central theme: “Politics and
Poetry,” “Olson and Others,” “Nar-
rative,” “Refinding the Laguage.”
“Down With History,” “Reductive
Aesthetics,” and so on. The titles are a
Fair index of its range and characteristic;
concerns, but let’s see how they work
in action. The spring, 1974, issue (2./4)
is titled “Kinetic Mythology.” The old
“mythy” poets like Jay MacPherson,
Davey says elsewhen, write according
to prescribed formulas; they retreat

from the modem world into the austere
diicipgpes  of tradition. The new ones
like Gwen MacEwen, Frank Davey,
and Eli Mandel  find mythology in their
own environment. Davey’s opening
essay on Gwen Ma&we”  applies this
idea, showing how in her best work,
myth is expressed in the action of the
story, not superimposed on it. Like
most of Davey’s criticism, this is not
only partisan but also perceptive and
accurate. Margaret Atwood contributes
a superb essay on John Newlove,
whomsheporttnysasapoetcomeredin
a hostile world. His despair, she notes,
is vintage Canadian despair. George :
Bowering follows close on her tail with
his response to Atwood’s respond
to Newlove,  offering a counter-
mythology written in the non-style that
apparently records the movement of his
mind. He also gives a brief impression
c&Robert  Duncan-the American father
and mentor of the West Coast school
(see Boweritig’s  Curious. Coach
House Press, 1973). David McFadden
tics things up with a poem about Bow- i
ering. So far, Open Letter might seem
to be what its critics say: incestuous,
self-reflecting, and of limited interest
- a dead letter, as John Robert Col-
umbo would have it.
If that was true, you wouldn’t find
Michele Lalonde. tbe Quebec poet. dis-
mpting the..chcuit with hi proclama-
tion thatwriting is a social act; that the
writer must break out of the small
magazine circuit aitd  get into circula-
tion by addressing the people in their
own language. in Lalonde’s terms, the
Opera  Letrer  crew ould be elitist pm-
ponents of a “secordary culture,” sus.
rained by the state and pamsitic  on
popular culture. His manifesto is the
text of an address to the Quebec Writers
Conferenceof  1971, oneofseveralthat
Davey has published. Who else in
English Canada would be as willing?

Open L.er~er, in Fact, is ascloseto the
Roman forum as the print&book can
get; even the graphics and reviews are
part of an internal dynamic. The con-
cept of the open letter was probably
borrowed From  Charles Olson. who
popolarliaed  the view of poetry as a
collaboration between writer and
reader. The reader then, even the critic;
is not the privileged observer of a self-
contained artwork, she is the poet’s
correspondent.

This takes us back to where it all
began, In Vancouver in 1961, when a
group of unknown and wildly unor-
thodox poets (Davey, Bowering,
Lionel Keams, Fred Wah) Founded a
mimeographed newsletter called Tish
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- a meeting place for their lives, as
one Tish historian diagnosed. And dur-
ing the 18 months that the first  founders
remained. Tish testified  to the influ-
ence of the American Black Mountain-
eerS - Robert Duncan, Robert
Creeley.  and Charles Olson - and
documented the emergence  of the West
Coasters. Open Letter is the son of
Tish. the son who rook a Canadian
turning without renouncing his origins.

In 1973, Press Por&pic  published
From There to Her&  D&ey’s sharply
defined analysis of English Canadian
writing since the 1960s. The book ls
Davey’s answer to Margarer  Atwwod’s
Survival. and the best account  of
post-modernism available, by someone
who was there at the mot. Alwood
defines Canadianism in thematic terms;
her &rritory  is the lileml  and psychic
wilderness. Davey defines Cana-
dianism by its distinctive literary
forms; his field is technology’s global
village. He argues that the 1960s rep-
resent a break with the past and a shift
in man’s reladonsliip  to the cosmos; he
gives preference 10 writers who’have
responded to the challenge of the elec-
konic  environment by experimenting
with language and forms to find ways
of expressing the alwed realities of
their world. From There to Here is a
book worth having, for its insights,
angles, and data (sometimes inaccu-
rate). And the notion of the art&t  as a
front-line researcher says something
essential about Open Letter and-its
editor. Here is the conviction that
d r ives  Davey :

Nothing here is new, but  God and.McLuhan  know thaf these~deas  aren’t
current.  If the Davey group proceeds  as
though McLuhan  hadn’t been aad gone

. on Madison Avenue, that’s because he
hasn’t-for most cridcs  and writers of
Canadian literahre.  And if most Open
Letter aesthetics  are more interesting
than the writing Ihat  il1uslrate.s  the
theories,  as Barry Alpert  says (3/Z) -
well, “Picasso said we do something
first & then someone 6oomes  along &
does it pretty,” (2/8) as Bowering  says
Gertrude Stein says Picasso said. Cl

.’ .ScRIPT
& FILM

By DOriG FETHERLING

Before the Fir World War hit Ihe
West, Ena Pound declared war on bad
art. The serious artist, he said, was en-
gaged in the science of communication. .

variable gmup of pm&sing artists en-
gaged in exploring and formulating al-

In thespring.  1973, Open Letter, Steve

ternatives to traditional techniques of
translation and narrative’ (verbal,

McCaffery and bp Nicholpublished Ihe

linear, cinematic). In the first  of a con-
tinuing series of TRG Reports we see

second manifesto (they’d lost the lirst)

the minimalist sensibilities of McCaf-
fery and Nichol  at work- what we see

of the Toronto  Research  Gmup (2/4), a:

is the concrete poet’s horror at the stark
void of rhe white page, and the
narmlor’s  childlike grappling with the
first principles of communicatipn.
Later reports by other hands explore the

Canadian .books, Ihey. tended to de-
Canadian& them drastically if nor en-
timely.  Par example, Rachel, Ruehel,
which was based on Margaret

-Laurence’s  A Jest of’God,  shifted the

THE curnous  -rim0  about Russian
Roulette, the American film swing
George Segal,  is that it’s much mom
realistically Canadian than Tom Ar-
dies’ Kosygin  Is Coming, thecanadian
novel on which it’s based. In this ~g
spect  it may very well be unique. On
those infrequent occasiong  in the past
when Americans made films from- .~

readers  to wrimrs, tie reader’s  role is’
the  sigriilicant  one; if you write a novel
you need a discontinuousnon-narrative
prose that involves the reader (2/9).
The’wtinr  issue dissects the iconic.
non-narmtive  art of the comic strir,
(3/Z).

story from Manitob;a  Lo Maine rather
unaccountably. Similarly, when
Americans shoot films in Canada for
financial reasons they mom often than
not deCanadiani2.e the location  to rei
semble the U.S. as much as possible;
and of course American movies’ of the
past (Rose Marie, Saskatchewan, and
so on) were notorious for making
Canada and Canadians seem all ralher
British.
~;;$~s~;~~~~w~$%;;

have a U.S. film made in Vancouver
and dearly lab$ipg  ilgelf as such.
Here  we have Se@1  as an RCMP oRice.r
who behaves  and’speaks  more like a
Canadian than an’American  or a Briton.
This is in contrast with the original .

physical  laws & the book and expose
the static reladonshio  tradidonal nana-
live  imposes on writer and reader. One
of the most  articulate (by Davey?)
poses the idea that given the mdo  of

.

\ Mosaic
~&%Iki
What is woman’s place h Canada’s
‘Vertical mosal$?  Eighteen  vfomen
examine their work expedence-
their involvement, pmblems,  and
solutions-in a collection of essays
edited by Gwen Matheson.

!qU’
YOMBN  in Can&k hislwy

Gwen Mathemn.  V.E. Lang
Kay Macpherson,  Meg  Sears.
Deborah  Corhaui  .

VOMEIU  as fnmn wives
Norma Taylor.

VOMEN in the Iabouf  m
Grace Hartman.

VOMBN  in the educational system
JXl Vi&em,  Fiona  Nelson.

VOMEN  in polities
Rosemary Brown.

VOMBNipthearts  .
MargaretAfwood,  Maryon

VOMBN lmmlgmnts
GloriaMontero,AnaAlberm.

VOMEN in the church
Cecelia  Wallace

VDMgN  in Quebec
Caroline Pestleau

VOi+lEN  in women>  studies
Fran= Wilson

VOMBN  In the feminist  movement
Lynne  Teather

g.

$12.00 hardcover; aS.9S paperback

&

PeteYlWWtillA
5 Britain Street, lb0
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book, in which the clia&rcrs niajor
and minor s@eak  and lhink like Eng-
lishmen, calling one another “bloke”
and, in bne instance, even resorting to
“blimey.”  In the film version much of
this nonsense is toned down. If any-
thing, the Canadianness  is exagger-
ated.

While the credits attribute the
screenplay to Ardies himself, Stanley
Mann, and Arnold Margolin,  it is
difficult 10 determine how accurate an
indication this is of who did the writing,
since ctidit  is frequently called  for by
contract when there is little or ho hasis
for such cxdit  ib fact. Whatever the
true prpportions  of the collaboration in
this case, one thing is certain: the  mipt
is just what an @apted  screenplay
should be-a much-improved version
of the book. Indeed, Russiarz Rouleue
is less’  a mere  adaptation of Ardit’s

1974 thrillerthanit  is avaluable rewrlre
of it in a different medium. Few writers
(let alone Canadian ones) ever have
such an opportupily ‘for correctbig  their
mistakes; Ardies, with hobever  much
help from Mann and Margollm.  has
made the  best  of il.
. The plot has its factual basis in the
Soviet Premier Alexei  Kosygin’s tmu-
bled tour of Canada in 1970. The  story,
in brief, is that of C@poral  Timothy
Shaver. After 15 years with the RCMP
he’s been’ suspended for sulking his
commanding officer. Shortly beforq
Kosygin  is due in Vancouver, he’s con-
tacted by a man’named  Petapiece,  an
officer of the Special Branch (which
even then was actually called lhe Sm
mity  Service). Petapiece wants Shaver
to’kidnap  a man named Henke, an East
Eurojean  ttiublemaker  the Russians
want safely.out  of the way until ‘tie visit,

Pre-Confederation

- CANADA’S
CANADAINVADED:1775-76  by George  F.G. Stanley
The  American invasion of Canada during the War of .
Independence. Many illustrations  and maps. $10.95 :

Post-Confederation/ 19th Century
THE LAST WAR DRUM: The North West Campaign
of 1885 by DesmondMortorr.  The well illustmibd
story of the second Riel R&lion  - Canada’s first
war. $1095,

MAYOR HOWLAND  by LksmondMorhm
At the time of the second Riel Rebellibn,  Toronto had
a reform mayor who brought  in the “blue  laws”:to I

make the city “Toronto the Gooy.  1 S2.95 paper;
$7.00 cloth I

.

Confederation  to the present
VALIANT MEN ed John Swettenhem.  Canada’s
Victor&Cross  and George Cross winners represented
each with a description and illustration.  S14.95

CANiDA’S  FIGEITING SHIPS  by Kk M~ck%erson
From ths beginnings of the Cabdian  Navy to the,

most  modern vessels. Text, 75 large  photographs,
plus technical da?in  tabular form. 515.95  Oct.75

Second World War :

BROADCAST FROM TBE FRONT by A.E. @wL?y
From the Blitz to Dieppe,Sicily,  Italy and Northern
Europe, the Overseas unit of the CBC mad& radio
history, broadcasting reports and the sounds of
war to the homefmnt. This is the story of these
men and the Canadian troops they followed. $10.95

_..-. _... ._... ._ ._.. :...__ ________  ___  .._
CANADA SINCE 1867:A Bibliographical Guide /
ed. J. L. Granatstein and Paul Stevens
Over 2,000 entries! A must for students and
researchers. $3.50 paper; $6.95 cloth i .

.’
Political History

ENTERPRISE &NATIONAL E@J’Ei.OPMENT
ed. C&m  lbrterand  Robert C&f Important essays
inCanadian bush&and  economic history.
$3.50 paper; S9:9S doth’ !

CANADIAN-AMERICAN RELATIONS IN WARTIME
9 J.L.  ~Gmnatsfein  and Robert w The whys and
wherefores of Canada’s growing economic connection
with the us. $12.95

ls over. Pelapiece  makes clear that if
the  mission is completed successfully

’ he will put in the fix with thp force so
that  Shaver  will be reinstated.

TwodaysbeforethevlsitShaverdis-
covers that a,my or parties unknown
have alyady kidnapped Henke or pos-
sibly murdered him and disposed of the
body. Rather than report this and render
his dismissal a foregone conclusion,  he
decides to lry to rekidnap Henke him-
self in the 48 hours remaining. In the
course of @s attempt,  he kills a syndi-
cate torpedo from Detroit hired to get
&a Moundc  out.of  rho way. Later he
learns that He& is in fact  an employee

oftheC!IA. .
The conspiracy unfolds something

like this: some. members of the KGB,
fearful of detente  between lhe Soviels
and the Americans of tihich  this Cana-
dlan  tour  is an.early  step, are planning

THE CANADIAN GENERAL by Lksmondhfcirton
Often called the “Father of the Canadian Army”; Sir
Wiiiam Otter was born in a log house in the Huron Tract
in 1842 and his career spans the period from
Confederation to post World War I. Fascinating history
of an important period in Canada’s development.
814.9s

. :

CANADA’S NURSING  SISTERS by G. W.I. flicholson
The first history of the nurses of the Canadian Armed
Forces fmm thi;  Riel Rebellion, the Boer  War, WWI.
WWII, Korea to the trl-serviee  nurses of today:.
Text, 75 photographs. $12.95 Oct.75

NbP: l%e w of Power by DesmondMorton
Unique in North America, Canada’s socialist party’s
beginnings, growth and trials are traced into the.____  _ _ _ _ _-__ .
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to assassinate Kosygin  themselves; it’s
they who are. holding Henke, whom
they intend to make into a human bomb
and drop from  a helicopter onto, the
official  motorcade; the reasoning is that
the two superpowers  will plunge back
into Cold War once a CIA man - one
the Canadians hqve  been asked to im-
mobilize -kills  the Russian leader on
Canadian soil v+h Canadian aid or at
least through Canadian incompetence.

Shaver, acting alon& learn4  all this.
At the very last moment, he shoot.5
down the helicopter and kills its paa-
sengcr  before anyone can detotiate  the
explosives. This follows agun battle on

. the oxydized  copper mof of the Hotel
Vancouver. These m, the story ele-
ments common to both the book and the
film. The discrepancies in the two en-
tertainments provide an unusual op;Por-
tunityforexamining  thedifferences bc-
tweeo Hollywood’s idea of Canada.and
Canada’s idea of Hollywood.

Ardies.  who is a practised  thriller
writer, makes a number of concessions
to the genre’s traditions. One of the
laws of the thriller is that the author
must have enough inside biformotion
about various specialized occupations
and situations to make them believable
to his render but, not enough to contra-
dict the reader’s preconceived ideas.
For instance, Shaver at one point when
he’s on Henke’s  trail (the scene is
dropped in the film) poses as a news-
paperman and carti= on about the pm-
fession  with a bus driver. The view he

gives  is all wmng.  The driver doesn’t
kno~thisofcourslandneitberdoesthe
reader. But Ardies  himself must know,.
since he’s a former Vancouver &UI
repor&.

SimUarly,theimvel,  asalreadymen-
tioned, con!ains  some of the most Brit-
ish prose since P. G. Wodeliouse.  Yet
Shaver himself so&times  breaks from
talking like a musi&hall  performer in
order to. speak like a flippant; slangy

.American  private detective. When he’s
forcing information wt of the hit man.’
on a bridge’ above the Frasei  River (a *
scene recordbd  in the tilti as well Bs in
the novel).he  tells the man to “fink or
s~im.“It’slikesomethingLowAmher
or Philip Marlowe would say. Coming
from a Mountie, who should talk more
like a bureaucrat than a baseball.
player, it sounds wrong. ne thriller is
an American invention and remains an
American-dominated form, and Ardies
gas along with these f&zts.

It’s as tboug  Ardies  had his eye on a
U.S. movie sale ail along,  If so, tb&
explains why his characters am so
British, because in the past Iiolliwood
has usually liked it$ English-speaking
Canadians  to be that way. In this case,
however, Hollywood has come ne’arer
tbe t@ than before by discaqiing all
the come-ons, or most of them, wliile
concentratihg,  perhaps too much, on
tnre-to-life  Canadiaoa.  There are sev-

end close shots of beer bottles that em- _X .
phasire the funny labels on tbe B.C. ”
brands. An&her  shot shows Shaver ;
jimmying a lock with a Cb&ex ca& .
rather thh  with one of the American
creditcards. - *

The film is directed by Lou L.om-
bardo,  who was formerly Robert
Altman!s  editor, As a daimXo  &me,
this is akin to hoving,been  Premier Bill
Davis’ charisma teacher.’ Lombtio,
however, together ivitb  his screen-
writers, has ‘&de g&t improvements
on the original inziterial.  They have .
tightened up the action, which in the
book moves slowly till the final chap-
ters. They have discarded  many super-
fluous characters and situations. They
have changed the corny ending of the
book wherein Shaver and his RCMP
girlfriehd  decide to get married. What
he, or they, have made in fact is not
only a better movie than the book is a ’
book but also a hybrid film that is half
Canadian and.half  American.’ .

The film lacks the glossiness that..
would have attached itself to an Ameri-
can thriller shot in the States. But ba‘
cause it apparently used Canadians be-
hiitd the s&ne.s,  it &plays one of the
great strengths of Canadian film: the
ability t6 capture the essence of a geo-

‘*_
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graphical place in an almost-impres-
sionistic  manner. The city Of VanCoO-
ver in Lombardo’s  film (like tbe city of
Montreal in The  Pyx) looks absolutely
true  to itself. Taking  in the cinematog-
raphy one.slys  to oneself.  yes. that’s
exactly the way Vancouver feels and
smells; that’s precisely the amount of
space things have mound them out
them in the winter. Thii  holds true
mainly ‘for the scenes of the city itself
but it also applies to scenes shot at
Grouse Mountain (which do not occur
in the book).

More importantly, the fllm is plcas-
ing to tbe sensibilities of both nations
because of the way it depicts caps.  The
RCMP shown h&are sufficieutly  car-
mpt to ring true to the American
audience’s view of cops everywhere,
yet wholesome and clean-cut enough to
allow Canadians to retain their naive
pride  in their own federal police. If the
lilm shows times to have changed at all
in police  circles, it’s American time
and not Canadian. In the film, the fei-
low who has come from Detroit to
bump off Shaver is a hit man, nothing
more, nothing less. In the book, how-
ever, thii character too has CIA cou-
nectlons.  Perhaps when the film was
being planned, it was thought this angle
would have been too much for the
Americans to swallow, but it’s not too
much now. Canadians of course still
believe such things don’t happen on
Canadian soil no matter who ls behind
them. The Canadianness  of this film
has won out. 0

the Americans, yet. Wags a& saying it
will be asinglecopy  editlon.printedon
platinum, for the White House library.’
Down through the ages successive
U.S. Presidents will be able to peruse
its metallic contents whenever tbelt
thoughts turn fitfully 40 the ever-so-
friendly neighbour  to the notih. And
this federal largesse in a foreign field at
a time when the Canadian publishing
industry is trying to nickel-and-dime its
way toward.solvency.

Well, we - and possibly you -
heard wmng. It is true that Canada is
spending $1 million on a book as a gift
to the United States on the occasion of
that country’s bicentennial. However,
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owing  tq a dim-witted publie-relaiorir
policy, theprojeet  has been cloaked in
semi-secrecy ahd the little information
that has seebed  out has been gleefully
misinterpreted. (When-will bureaucrats
learn  that their enduring contempt for
the public’s right to know invariably
backfires?) Anyway, here are the actual
details:

* The b&k. tentatl~ei~  titled Between
Ourselves.  is beine  oreoared  bv the Na-
tional Film  Boa& &II-phoiography
division,under  the direction of Lorraine
Monk. The theme is the eDmmon  bor-
der between Canada and the U.S. -
not just the border running from the
Atlantic to the Pacific but hlso the one
between British  Columbia and Alaska.
The book will consist of some 240
full-colour  photographs by 32 Cana-
dian photographers. A special edition
of 20.000  copies will be presented to
congressmen. parliamentarians, and
libraries on both countrles.‘A  standard
edition will h. available to the public
thmugh  a commercial publisher.

Of course, you can’t judge a book by
its advance coverage - good or bad.
Benscnscnscnscnscnscrwem  Ours&es  may turn  out to be
tbe biggest bomb since tbe one that
burst in air, illuminatihg  that -star-
spangled banner in the  dawn’s early
light. On the other hand, this is the
same NFB gmup  that gave us the excel-
lent centennial volume, A Year of the
Land.  And independent crltics  who
have. seen eaily  pmofs oftbe  new book
reporttbatitbsuperb.  Indeed, tbeNPB
is reasonAbly  cettain  the book will be-
come .a commercial best seller and
hence the full Costa,  one half of which
are to be spent on p&lag, will be r~-
covered in a few years.

If that  is the case; tbis particular gift
book  will be both a worthwhile invest-
ment and a first-class  advertisement for
Canada’s quality-book indusw.  It’s
just a pity that somebody didn’t write a
better  fopord foi the taxpay?.

* * *

A BSLATED  OOte Of th”kS to the t%zXiO
Arts Council, which not only renewed
our regular grant but contributed
$1,000 toward the costs of our special
issue on women four moinhs  ago. The
OAC is celebrating its 10th anniversary
tbis year. It has been a model agency of
its kind, ignoring narrow territorial
limitations’ and cheerfully fostering
enterprises (such as ours) with cultural
implications that extend far beyond the
provincial boundaries. Other  “have”
provinces please note.

HERE’S THE opening paragraph of a first
novel soon to be published by McClar-
kan & Newspi+

Unfortuuately.  the novel still lacks a
concluding paragraph. A book prize
will be awarded for the best entry. The
maliimum  length is 75 words. Address:
CanWit  No. 3, Books in Canada, 501
Yonge Street, Spite 23, Toronto
M4Y lY4.

IU?SUL.TS OF &WIT  NO. 1
Readers were asked to omvide  nxioes

in Cm&an literature~.Most of tbe en-
tries had a distinctly sout taste. Some,
indeed, were too unpalatable to print.
The winner is&m Robinson of Win-
nipeg. He receives a copy of the
award-winning  art book John Fillion
by Dorothy Cameron and John Reeves
(Martlet  Press, $19.50) for the three
following concoctions:

Robensm&v*r:Tnkeones’dn#whnv
ball. Toss through m am. wbitedtsUrbing
one  Jung marrliancy.  Wnvc  ycur bandr
magically over Ihe eanb*s bowl undl  he
can’t bearit.  AddaMagnuroFcbampagnr
savcarouilogy.  -
lack McC,eltm,d~  Take one mddisb-red,
whit%lopped  book  publisher. Bungle ~4th
otarg~fork,addingatayelsofgov-
emmcnt  money  a n d  coven  rercmbling
boitedcabbage.  Simmeruntil  wellstewed.

AnnedGreenGab*r:Marimdem~b4ari.
time girl in a situation oFPotly-unsakualed
cum  oil with island  spices. Add a pinch  of
cwmge and save  witi II .lauph.  t&&b
wilh pig (ala.
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Qopping up in September!
F&m poetry to politics, from the east to the west,

a thriving selection of books for September
EXODUS U.K.
Richard Rohmer
From the bestselling author of
Ultimatum and Exxonemtion,
another blockbuster, full of
international intricue  and

HOLLYWOOD’S CANADA
The Americanization of the
National Image
Pierre Berton
For seven decades the moguls
and the movies they made al-
most convinced us (and the
world) that Canada was indeed
a land of ice, snow, Mounties,
mountains, and even the odd
Texas Ranger. Huge history,
huge entertainment, from the
author of The Last Spike and
The National Dream.
$13.95

THE LIGHTHOUSE
Dudley  Witney
From Newfoundland to Key
West, more than 300 photo-
graphs-better than half in
full-colour-evoke the drama,
romantic history, and unique
architecture of structures that

WiLL GORDON SINCLAIR
PLEASE SIT DOWN
Gordon Sinclair
Outspoken, controversial and
entertaining, Canada’s garru-
lous veteran of the media
reminisces about people and
places he’s known, hated and
loved around the world and
back again.
$8.95
THE DARKENING FIRE
Salected  Poems, 1945-1968
Irving  Layton
Introduction: Wynn Francis
Fired with the artistry and
energy of a truly great poetic
soul. here is the revised best of
Layton to 1968.
An invaluable companion to .
The Unwavering Eye.
$8.95~1.  $4.95pa. .

WESTERN SHORES
padrxI;,‘xI Coast

In one of the most spectacu-
4arly beautiful books of the
saeson,  photographer-author
Ted Spiegel explores the magic
and majesty of British Colum-
Ma’s waters, forests, cities and

%%

THE SNOW WALKER
Farley Mowat
Only the author of The Des-
perate People end People of
the Deer could write The Snow
Walker. Only Farley Mowat  can
can weave the timelea magic,
mystery and aventure  of life
with the Canadian Eskimo. A
major new book from the
author of A Whale for the
Killing.
$8.95

PERSIA
Bridge of Turquoise
Roloff Beny
Commissioned by Her Imperial
Majesty, The Empress Farah
Pahlavi, this magnificent vol-
ume captures the country
through its seasons in the
classic portraits of an inter-
nationally acclaimed
photographer.
$4500

uide3 men end ships on the sea.
27.50

VIRGINS AND VAMPIRES
Joe Rosanblatt
Illustrated by the Author
Poet/artist Joe Rosenblatt’s
poems and drawings alternate
between the refreshingly nasty,
the hauntingly prophetic, the
lighthearted and the down-
right funny.
$4.59

MAKING A KILLING
Ernest Regehr
Canada-international peaca-
keeper or war-prospering
supplier of arms? An alarming
book, that examines Canada
as an armaments salesman to
the world and the origins of
that role.
$2.95pa.

LUTIAPIK
The Little One Who Cares
Betty  Lee
The incredible story of a
modern day nurse in Arctic
Canada whose warmth and tire-
less courage are pitted against
shocking conditions that
scream out for change.
$10.00

Mc(Zlelland &Stewart


